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Docket No. 50-244
LS05-81-09-074

UN|TED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSlON

WASHINGTON, O. C. 20555
September'29, 1981

Mr. John E. Maier, Vice President
Electric and Steam Production
Rochester Gas 8 Electric Corporation
89 East Avenue
Rochester, New York 14649

Dear Mr. Maier:

SUBJECT: SEP TOPIC II-l.C, POTENTIAL HAZARDS DUE TO NEARBY TRANSPORTATION,
INSTITUTIONAL. INDUSTRIAL AND MILITARY FACILITIES - R. E. GINNA

Enclosed is the staff's final evaluation of SEP Topic II-1.C for the R. E.
Ginna Nuclear Power Plant. This evaluation is'based on our review of your
topic safety assessment report submitted by letter dated April 15, 1981 and
supplemented by letter dated August 20, 1981.

This completes our evaluation of Topic II-l.C.
This evaluation will be a basic input to the integrated safety assessment
for your facility unless you identify changes needed to reflect the as-
built conditions at your facility. These assessments may be revised in the
future if your facility design is changed or if NRC criteria relating to
this subject are modified before the integrated assessment is completed.

Sincerely,

Enclosure:
As stated

Dennis M. Crutch ield, C ef
Operating Reactors Bran No, 5
Division of Licensing .

cc w/enclosure:
See next page
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Mr. John E. Maier

CC

Harry H. Voigt, Esquire
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby and MacRae
1333 New Hampshire Avenue, N. M.
Suite 1100
Mashington, D. C. 20036

Nr. Michael Slade
12 Trailwood Circle
Rochester, New York 14618

Ezra Bialik
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental Protection Bureau
New York State Department of Law
2 Morld Trade Center
New York, New York 10047

Jeffrey Cohen
New York State Energy Office
Swan Street Building
Core 1, Second Floor
Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12223

Director, Bureau of Nuclear
Operations

State of New York Energy Office
Agency Building 2
Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12223

Rochester Public Library
115 South Avenue
Rochester, New York 14604

Supervisor of the Town
of Ontario

107 Ridge Road Mest
Ontario, New York 14519

Resident Inspector
R. E. Ginna Plant
c/o U. S. NRC
1503 Lake Road
Ontario, New York 14519

Mr. Thomas B. Cochran
Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.
1725 I'treet, N. M.
Suite 600
Mashington, O. C. 20006

~ ~

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Region II Office.
ATTN: Regional Radiation Representative
26 Federal Plaza
New York, New York 10007

Herbert Grossman, Esq., Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comnission
Mashington, D. C. 20555

Dr. Richard F. Cole
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comnission
Mashington, D. C. 20555

Or. Emmeth A. Luebke
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U; S. Nuclear Regulatory Comnission
Mashington, D. C. 20555



R. E. GINNA
SYSTE".NTI C EVALUATION PROGRAM

II-l.C, POTENTIAL HAZARDS DUE TO.
NEARBY TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTIONAL INDUSTRIAL AND

MILITARY FACILITIES

INTRODUCTION

The safety objective of this topic is to ensure that the integrity of

the safety-related structures, systems and components would not: be

jeopardized due to the potential for hazards originating at nearby

facilities.

'

II. REVIEW CRITERIA

General Design Criterion 4, "Environmental and Missile Design Basis,"

of Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to

10 CFR Part 50, "Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities,"

requires .that nuclear power plant structures, systems and components

important to safety be appropriately protected against events and con-

ditions that may occur outside the nuclear power plant.

III. RELATED SAFETY TOPICS
li

Topic III-4.D, "Site Proximity Missiles reviews the extent to which the

facility is protected against missiles originating from offsite facilities.

IV. REVIEW GUIDELINES

The review was conducted in accordance with the guidance given in Standard

Review Plan (SRP) Section 2.2.1-2.2.2, "Identification of Potential Hazards

in Site Vicin.'ty."
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EVALUATION

There is little industrial activity in the vicinity of the Ginna plant.

Wayne County, where Ginna is located, is primarily a rural area. Typical

industries for Wayne County are shown in Table 2.5-1 of the FSAR, re-

produced here as Table 1. The nearest concentration of industrial

activity is located in the town of Webster, about 6 miles from the site,

and consists primarily of light manufacturing (Xerox copiers). No

industrial development is expected to occur in the vicinity of the Ginna

site.

The nearest transportation routes to the plant are Lake Road and U. S.

Route 104, which pass about 1700 feet and 3 1/2 miles, respectively,

from the plant at their closest point- of approach.

The guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.91, Revision 1, was utilized
to evaluate the consequences of postulated explosions on Lake

Road. Regulatory Guide 1.91, Revision 1, has been specifically
identified by the NRC's Regulatory Requirements Review Committee

as needing consideration for backfit on operating reactors. The

highway separation distances at Ginna exceed the minimum distance

criteria given in the Regulatory Guide and," therefore,. provide

reasonable assurance .that transportation accidents resulting in
explosions of truck-size shipments of hazardous materials will
not have an adverse effect on the safe operation of the plant.
Et is important to note that no hazardous cargo would be

expected.'o

be transported along Lake Road. This road is used primarily for
local traffic, such as that relating to the apple processing plants..
No industry using large quantities of explosives is located along



'
this route. Any large quantities of hazardous material would be

shipped via U.S. Route 104 which, at 3 1/2 miles from the plant
site, is sufficiently distant not to be of concern.

Highway accidents on Lake Road involving certain hazardous chem-

icals could theoretically exceed toxicity„ limits in the plant
control room assuming an optimum set of spill parameters and

atmospheric dispersion conditions. However, the highway separation
distances and the lack of any indication of frequent shipment of ~

hazardous chemicals past the plant (since shipment would be along

U.S. Route 104), provide reasonable assurance that the likelihood
of a hazardous chemical spill affecting the operation of the plant
is low. This matter is being eva1uated separate from SEP under I'IUREG-0737,

Item III.D.3.4, "Control Room Habitabi1ity."

The nearest railroad to the plant is the Gntario Midland railroad
about 3 1/2 miles to the south.. Comparing this distance with the

guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 1.91, it is apparent that
potential railroad accidents involving hazardous materials axe

not considered to be a credible risk to the safe operation of the

plant:.
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The nearest large pipelines to the plant are a 12" gas line
located about six miles southwest of. the plant, and a 16" gas

line located about 10 miles south of the plant. These pipelines

aze far enough removed to assure that pipeline accidents will not

affect the safety of the nuclear plant. Figure 1 shows a portion

of the residential gas lines serving homes along Lake Road, as

well as the house heating boiler at the Ginna plant itself.
There are no gas or oil production fields,'nderground storage

facilities, or refineries in the vicinity of the plant.

The potential effect of the gas line service to the Ginna house

heating boiler was discussed during the Ginna Fire Protection

review. This 4-inch gas line comes into the plant underground

until. it penetrates the ground surface at the east end of the

screenhouse. This routing ensures separation from all other

safety-related structures and systems. At this point, a metering

station and a gas shutoff valve are located (the gas meter was

relocated as a result of the Fire Protection review, item 3.1.13).

The gas line is buried underground again after the gas meter

regulator station, and enters the building. through the basement

wall under the house heating boiler area. The gas pipe is of

welded steel construction up to the boiler. There is continuous

ventilation of the areas that the gas line passes through within .

the building. The gas line service to the boiler and the boiler:
contzcls were reviewed and compared to NFPA-85, as requested in

the sta'ff's Fire Protection SER, dated February 14, 1979 ('item



3.1.46) and was found acceptable in Supplement No. 2 to the Fire Protection

SER, issued on February 6, 1981. 8ased on the resolution of all gas line

items during the Fire Protection review, it can be concluded. that no

safety hazard results from the exisi:ence of the gas line on the plant

site.

There are no large commercial harbors along the southern shore of

Lake Ontario near the plant. Some freight is shipped. through

Rochester harbor about 20 miles to the west. Major shipping

lanes in the lake are located well off-shore, at least 23 miles

or more, from the plant. The possibility of damage to the7

service water intake structure was also considered. Section

IZZ-B.27 of RG&E's "Technical Supplement Accompanying Application

for a Full-Term Operating License," August, 1972 discusses the

design of the intake system. As noted in this report, the intake

system is completely submerged below the surface of the lake. A

ten-foot reinforced concrete lined tunnel, driven through bedrock,

extends 3100 feet northerly from the shoreline The tunnel rises
vertically and connects to a reinforced concrete inlet: section.
The occurrence of historical low water level will result in a

depth of water of 30 feet at the inlet and with 15 feet 'of cover

over the'nlet structure. This is sufficient to prevent damage

from any boating which might pass in the vicinity of the structure.
Further, plugging of inlet water flow by a single large piece of
material is prevented by the design of the inlet structure, in
that water enters on a full 360'ircle. Another design feature13
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at Ginna to ensure continued availability of essential service

water is that service water intake can be directly drawn from the

discharge canal, which is located, on the plant site, protected

from any potential lake boating. Thus, lake navigation is not

considered to be a hazard to the plant.

The closest airport to the plant =is the williamson Flying Club

Airport, a small privatel'y-owned general aviation facility located

approximately ten miles ESE.

The Nilliamson Flying Club Airport has one paved runway. This

runway, designated 10-28 and thus oriented in an almost east-west

direction, is 3377 feet long and 40 feet wide. The main runway

is equipped with low intensity runway lights. The airport has

instrument approach capability to runway 28 from the Rochester

VORTAC. Figure 2 shows the instrument flight path. There is no

control tower at this airport. The airport is used for general

aviation activities such as business and pleasure flying, and for

agricultural spraying operations. There are currently about

5,000 operations pez year at the facility, and about 30 based

aircraft, including part-time based crop dusters. The great.

majority of the aircraft are single-engine propeller airplanes
8

which typically weigh on the crder of 1500 to .3600 pounds.
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The small number of operations at this airport is substantially fewer

than the criteria given in Section III.3 of SRP 3.5.1.6 and therefore

is not considered a potential hazard.

Monroe County Airport, in Rochester, New York, located about 25 miles

southwest of the plant, is the nearest airport with scheduled commercial

air service. Low altitude federal airways V2 and V2N pass about 10

miles south and 2 1/2 miles southwest of the plant, respectively. The

low altitude federal airways, V2 and V2N, serve about 10 flights per day.

Almost all flights use V2, with V2N being used only occasionally. At

most, 10'A of airline traffic would use V2N. The width of these airways

are eight miles. We have reviewed the probability for an airline crash

from these airways in accordance with the method given in SRP 3.5:1.6

Section III-2. The calculated probabilities are 5.1 x 10 for airway

V2 and 1.4 x 10 for airway V2N. Since both airways probabilities are
-7

less than the 1 x 10 acceptance criteria', we conclude that the probability

of a commercial air traffic crash at Ginna is acceptable.

Air Force Restricted Area R-5203 is located about eight miles north of

the plant site. Whenever flight activity is conducted by the Air Force

within R-5203, radar surveillance is maintained by the 21st NORAD Region,

the 108th Tactical Control Group, or possibly the Gleveland Air Route

Traffic Control Center. Pilots rely upon on-board navigational equipment

to maintain their presence within the specified limits of the restricted



area. Pilots can also be advised if their aircrafts stray beyond their

limits by the radar surveillance unit covering the area at the time.

The restricted area is used daily for military flight training which

includes high-speed interceptor training maneuvers, operational flight
checks, and air-to-air refueling. The current altitude ranges from

2,000 to 50,000 feet above the surface. A portion of the Detroit5

Sectional Aeronautical Chart, reproduced as Figure 3, shows the airports,

air routes, and training space described above. There is also a slow-

speed low altitude military training route (SR-826) which passes about

6 miles west of the plant. Acceptance criterion II.2 of SRP 3.5.1.6

states that, for military air space, a minium distance of five miles is

adequate for low level training routes, except those associated with

unusual activities, such as practice bombing. Air Force Restricted Area

R-5203 is about eight miles from at its closest boundary, and no unusual

activities such as practice bombing take place. The slow-speed low

altitude military training route SR-826 is about 6 miles from the plant.

Therefore, this criterion is met.

VI. CONCLUSION

Since current regulatory criteria are met with regard to SEP Topic II-l.C,

it can be concluded that this topic, is complete for. the R. E. Ginna site.

No additional review for this topic is required during the SEP integrated

assessment.
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FSAg TABLE 2.5-1

TYPICAL INDUSTRIES IN WAYNE COUNTY

Comnan and Product Distance from Site Direction from Site

National Distillers L Chemical Corp.
(Kordit e D iv. ), Mac ed on
Polycthclene Products

Duffy-Mott Co., Inc. Williamson
Baby Foods

Garlock, Inc. Palmyra
Mechanical P" ckings

Bloomer Bros. Co. Newark,
Folding Paper Boxes

Jackson Perkins Co. Newark
Nurserymen

Sarah Coventry, Inc. Newark
Direct-mail sales of costume
5ewelry

National Biscuit Co. (Dromedary Co. Div.)
Lyons, Cake mixes, dates and peels

General Electric Co., Clyde
Electronic Equipmcnt

Comstock Foods Inc., Red Creek
Canned Foods

Kenmore Machine Products, Inc.
Lyons Refrigerant Products

Olney 4 Carpenter, Inc. Wolcott
Canned Foods

C. W. Stuart h Co. Newark
Nurserymen

Francis Leggett Co., Sodus
Canned Foods

The Waterman Food Products Co.
Food Processing

Ontario Kraut Corp.
7 Railroad Ave.
Food Processing

Victor Preserving Co.
Food Processing

Ontario Cold Storage
Food Processing

Waterman Fruit Products Co.
Food Processing

Ontario Food Products
Food Processing

Lyndan Products Co,
Food Processing

'4-1/2 mi.

S-l/2 mi.

15 mi,.

19 mi.

19 mi.

19 mi.

19 mi.

27-1/2 mi.

31 mi.

22 mi.

27-1/2 mi.

19 mi.

12-1/2 mi.

3-4 miles

3-4 miles

3-4 miles

3-4 miles

3-4 miles

3-4 miles

3-4 miles

South

Southeast

Southeast.

Southeast

Southeast

Southeast

Southeast

Southeast

East

Southeast

East

Southeast

East

South

South SW

South

South SW,

South SW

South SW

South SW



FXGURE

Small Gas Lines in the Vicinity of
Ginna
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FIGURE 2

Xnstrument Landing Path to MFC Airport
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Docket No. 50-244
LS05-81- 057

.UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMlSSION

, WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

November 3, 1981

:i

Mr. John E.. Maier
Vice'President
Electric and'team Production
Rochester Gas 5 Electric Corporation
89 East Avenue
Rochester, New York 14649

~ w

Dear Mr. Maier:

Subject: SEP.TOPIC II-2.A, SEYERE WEATHER PHENOMENA

Enclosed is our final evaluat|on of.SEP,Topic II-2.A, "Severe Weather
Phenomena" for the R. E. Ginna site. This evaluation (Enclosure 1)

'ncorporatesthose comments provided in .your letter dated Januaiy 19,
1981.'n accordance with your comments we have provided the appropriate
references to our data. In addition, you requested that we pr'ovide the
references which were not available to you. These are included as

En-'losures

2 and 3.

Your letter indicated a concern regarding the snow load provided in our
original evaluation. We have reviewed your comments and have revised
our estimated snow load as indicated in the evaluation.

Finally, you stated that, on a reasonable design basis, tornado loadings
for the Ginna site need not be considered. You further stated that you
would evaluate the available data and provide the NRC with a reasonable
design basfs wind load. Subsequent communications with your staff have
indicated that you are not pursuing this matter. Based on your concern,
we have reevaluated our design basis .tornado and have provided a .revised
desion basis tornado as indicated in our final evaluation.

This evaluation will be a basic input to the integrated safety assessment
for. your facility. This assessment may be revised in the future if your
facility design is changed or if the NRC criteria relating to this subject
are modified before the integrated assessment is complete.

0

Sincerely,

~(
Enclosures:
As stated

Q Dennis M. Crutchfield, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch No. 5
Division of Licensing



Nr. John E. Haier
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.

CC
Harry H. Yoigt, Esquire
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby and HacRae
1333 New Hampshire Avenue, N. M.
Sui te'100
Mashington, D. C. 20036
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12 Trailwood Circle
Rochester, New York 14618

Ezra Bialik
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental Protection. Bureau
New York State Department of Law
2 Mould Trade Center
New York, New York 10047

Jeffrey Cohen
New York State Energy Office,
Swan Street Building .

Core 1, Second Floor
Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12223

Director, Bureau of Nuclear
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State of New York Energy Office
-Agency Building 2
Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12223

Rochester Public Library
115 South Avenue
Rochester, New York 14604

Supervisor of the Town
of Ontario

107 Ridge Road Mest
Ontario, New York 14519

Resident Inspector
R. E. Ginna Plant
c/o U. S. NRC

1503 Lake Road
Ontario, New York 14519

~ ~

~ ~

Mr. Thomas B. Cochran
Natural Resources Defense Cou'neil, Inc..
1725 I Street, N. M..
Suite 600
Mashington, D. C. 20006

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency .

Region II Office
ATTN: EIS COORDINATOR
26 Federal Plaza
New York, New York 10007

Herbert Grossman; Esq., Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

. U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comaission
Mashington, D. C. 20555

. Dr. Ri'chard F. Cole
Atomic Safety and.Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Caamission
Mashington, D. C. 20555"

Dr. Emneth A. Luebke
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Coranission
Mashington, D. C. 20555



' ENCLOSURE 1

Systematic Evaluation Program.

Meteorology

R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant

Topic IE-Z.A Severe Weather Phenomena
~ W

Extreme meteorological conditions and severe weather phenomena. in the.
I

Gi'nna site region were examined to determine if safety-related struc-.

tures,. systems, and components are. designed to function. under. all ..severe-

weather. conditions. Discussed below ar e the .severe weather phenoma

which could adversely affect the-Ginna site and which should be examined

relative to the current design.

Normal daily temperatures range from a minimum of 18 degrees Fahrenheit

in January to a maximum of 82 degrees Fahrenheit in July. ' Measured

extreme temperatures for the site region are 100 degrees Fahrenheit

which occurred in June 1953 and -16 degrees Fahrenheit which occurred in

February 1 961. -The extreme maximum .and minimum temperatures appropriate(4)

at the Ginna site for general plant design (i.e., HYAC systems) are 91

.degrees Fahrenheit (equalled or exceeded 1% of the time) and 2 degrees

Fah'renheit (equa11ed or exceeded 995 of the 'time).

Thunderstorms occur an average of 29 days per year in the site
region.'ased

on the annual number of thunderstorm days, the calculated annual

flash density of ground. lightning strikes is four flashes per squar e
~ ~
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kilometer. A structure with the approximate dimensions of'the Ginna

reactor building can be expected to be subjected, on the average, to one

strike every 10 years.

The design wind speed (defined as the "fastest-mile" wind speed 'at a

height of 30 feet above ground level with a return period of 100 years)

acceptable for the site region is. 85 miles per hour. '.'n the. average,(4,5,6)

hail storms occur about two days annually, and freezing rain occurs approx-

imately 12 days per year. The maximum radial thickness of ice expected

in the site region is about 0.75. inch. (12)

Mean annual snowfall in, the site region is approximately 86 inches. In

the site area, a maximum monthly snowfall occurred in February 1958 and

totaled 72.6 inches. The maximum snowfall from a single storm totaled(19)

'3.5 inches in March 1900. The maximum measured snow depth on the ground

foi the site region is 48 inches. Highly localized effects operate to

produce snow falls in the Lake Ontario '"snow belt" along the south and

east shores of the lake. A recent study ( ) in the area has shown that

snow loads for this section of the lake shore are about 40-50 lbs/ft .
2

If we now add the 48 hours probable maximum winter precipitation( ) to

this 50 pound value a total'of 100 lbs/ft would result. The 100 lb/ft2 (15) 2

combined snow load is suggested for st'ructural capability assessment at

Ginna. The 100 lb/ft. should be generally applicable to the site although

local drifting on buildings could produce higher loads.
I
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Based on. actual tornado occurrences in the site region area a "site-

specific" design basis tornado (with a probability of occurr'ence of.10

per year) can be calculated. For the Ginna site, the, characteristics

of tornadoes occurring within a 60 mile radius are a maximum windspeed

of 250 miles per hour,a maximum pressure drop of 1.5 pounds per square(22)

inch,'nd a rate of pr essure d'rop of 0.6 pound per square inch per. second.

The tornado wind speed provided is on the order of the'upper 95'percentile

value. This value is r ecommended for use in the SEP evaluations since it
compensates for the uncertainties inherent in the analysis. 3'hese uncer-

tainties are described below.

:i

At the Ginna site, tornadoes/water spouts were not considered qven'ii'-'they

had been observed over the water, thereby lowering the number of tornadoes

considered and possibly biasing the, results. This reduction of'conservatism

due to counting tornadoes, uncertainties in the use of various factors for

the DAPPLE probability analysis, and the'fact-that the DAPPLE method re-

fleets only. the wind speed. at which a s'tructure failed which may not be the

maximum wind that occurred can lead to underestimates of wind at a given

probability level.

Final'ly, Mc0onald's (1989) analysis relies only on the detailed study

by Abbey and Fujita (1975) of'he 1974 ".Super Outbreak" of tornadoes

during a two-day period. The study has not been expanded to incorporate

additional detailed review of subsequent tornadoes in other areas of the

country. As a result, the'general applicability of this type of analysis

is unknown.'
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R; R. Maccary, Assistant Director for Engineering, TR

SITE ANALYSIS BRANCH POSITION - WINTER PRECIPITATION LOADS
I

To resolve the inconsistencies among applications in the selection of
meteorological conditions and recurrence intervals acceptable as bases
for normal and extreme winter precipitation loads, we are establishing
the following interim posS.tion on winter precipitatS.on loads to'e
included in'he load combinations specified in Section 3.8 of the Standard
Review Plan. This interim posS.tion will be replaced by a Regulatory
Guide on extreme meteorological conditions.

Winter precipitation loads to be included in the combination of normal
liv'e loads willbe based on the weight of the 100-year snowpack

or'nowfall,whichever is greater, recorded at ground- level.

Winter precipitation loads to be included in the combination of extreme
live loads willbe based on the addition of the weight of the 100-year
snowpack at ground level plus the weight of the 48-hour Probable Maximum
Winter Precipitation (PMWP) at ground level for the month corresponding
to the selected snowpack. Modifications to this procedure may be necessary
for certain areas where it can be satisfactorily demonstrated that the—
PM'' could neither fall nor remain entirely on top of the antecedent
snowpack and/or roofs. These modifications wi11 be reviewed on a case-
by-case basis.

Snowpack and snowfall should be adjusted for density differences, and
all ground-level values should be adjusted to represent appropriate
~eights on roofs of safety class structures.

A currently. acceptable procedure for establishing base 100-year snowpack
and snowfall would be to use Figure 4 in Section 7 of ANSI A58.1 (1972)
with suitable adjustments for local conditions. based on examination of
representative long-term (e.g. 30 years or more) regional data, and a

~maximization of water content for snow depth informtion.

Currently acceptable procedures for converting ground-level snowpacks
and snowfalls to represent appropriate roof loads are described in AHSI
A58.1, although these procedures are currently under review.. The 48-
hour P?SG'ay be determined for'ost areas from the fo11owing
Hydometeorological Reports of the U.S. Weather 3ureau (pow HOAA):

~o~lOg
+r

.
'~Z6-iS~~
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.
No. 33.» "Seasonal Variation of the Probable Maximum Precipitation
East of the 105th Merdian. for areas from 10 to 1000 square miles
and duration of 6, 12, 24, and 48 hours" (1956)..

No. 36., "Xnterim Report, Probable Maximum Precipitation in California"
(1961), Revised (1969).

No. 43., "Probable Maximum Precipitation, Northwest States" (1966)

'ther references are listed in Section 2.4.3 of the Standard Review Plan..

Zt ap'pears from the SNUPPS application that the extreme live load combinati.on'f the weight of the 100-year. snowpack plus the weight of the ESP;
without modifications, willbe the controlling load for design purposas.- .

'owever, there may be some areas, such as the northern tier of'states
where the PM's not large; or in We near-south tier of states where
the PM'ust be substantially modified and the attendant snowpack may
be relativeIy small, where the normal load with its multiplier of 1.7

'ould be controlling for design purposes;

Procedures similar to those described here were submitted on the RiPPS
Docket, and found to be acceptable design bases by the applicant. and
staff.

~ qf
ARaro d R. Denton, Assistant Director

for Site Safety
Division of Technical Review
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

CC S. Hanauer
P. Sch'roeder
TR AD's
TR BC's
A. Kenneke
Meteorology Section Personnel
Hydrologic Engineering Section Personne1

. R. Klecker
D. Eisenhut

~ S. Varga
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REKRAHMN FOR: L. G. Hulean. Chief
@drology-meteorology Branch, DSE

SUMECT-'he

data provfd d fnclude the follcwfng:

Listing of all reported tornadoes %thin 125 nautfcal axles of
the selected site frua 1950 to 1977 (date, tfm. latitude, long-
itude, number of d aths, FPF sca1e, azfmsth and range fraa
selected site oa a polar coordfnite grid}.

Z. Flats of initial touch~ points centered at the se1ected site.

3. Frequency tables: path length vs. path width; path width vs.
'-scale; distribution by canth and date; distribution by anth

hand ~
4. Y m p"th area by month; mm tfm of occurrence by canth.-

5. Overa11 aver g s of pnth length, p"th are:, and knftfal touch~
tie.

As .you are amre. Dr. Fu5fta is. independently analy2.fng the tornado
base; recmcflfation bet~en the F@fta data set and the RSSFC data 4s
currently befng performed by Dr. KcDonald, Texas Tech Unfversfty.

Pre1frafnary analysis. fndf'cates that sfgnfffcant differences cay exfst

FR(Ãf: J. Harbour, Chief
Site Safety Research Branch, RSR

TORf080 FREgUEHCY GATA FOR SEP REY?EM
'

As requested fn the August 1 ~ 1978 mcarandca free L. G. Hulman, NRR,

. to J. Harbour, RES, m ar» pleased to provfd prelfmfnary results of
our research contract vfth the Rational Severe Stone Forecast Center,
HOAA. The ob9ectfve of this contract'.is to evaluate past tornado
reports fa order to assess thefr intensity an'd to reevaluate intensi-
ties assigned to tornadoes having occurred since 197l.

:I.y
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L. G. fh1~
AUG 14 ]978

»

fn the tm chta sets, especfa11y at the hfgtmr fnt ~sfty mtfngs.
Ffna1 sdatantfa'1 d cfsfoni based on th se data probab1y should not

,be cade untf1 the reconcf1fatfce bete'.en the ~ sets fs ccepleted.
'a

note vtth fnterest that resuTts of our research projraa say be
usafa1 to GER fn gen ra1, and to the SEP effort fn partfcu1ar. Se
wu1d be p1e sed to provide any further assfstance shou1d you so
4sfre.

~ ~
~ ~' ~

»

Enc1osure:

Ccntact:

as stated

R. Abbey.
427<373

'

;Ori~ —: - gmalS~rneggy = =-
~a& Harbour

Jerry, Harixnsr, Chf ef
Sfte Safety Research Branch
04vfQon of Reactor Safety Research

i,o
CC» f.. C.

R. P'.

9 F
L. f

Shao, RES
Dmfse, NR
Bunch. NR
B rain, 50

DISTRIBUTIN:
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Cfrc
Chron
Q.rbour, copy-
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

Or ISS>

1

LETTER TO ALL SEP LICENSEES

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: DELETION OF SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM TOPICS COVERED'Y

THREE MILE ISLAND NRC ACTION PLAN, UNRESOLVED SAFETY

ISSUES, OR OTHER SEP TOPICS

Topics in the Systematic Evaluation Program.(SEP), Phase II, that are
being implemented as part of the Three Mile Island (TMI) NRC Action
Plan, or. Unresolved Safety Issues (USIs), or are duplicated in part
by another SEP topic, are being deleted from the SEP to minimize du 1i-
cation. Enclosure (1) is the list of SEP topics being de1eted and t eir
related TMI, USI, or other SEP topic reference. Enclosure (2) is the
original SEP topic definition and'the basis for our determination that.
the SEP topic review can be deleted from the SEP program. NUREG-0485,
the SEP Summary Status Report, will be revised to delete those topics
identified in Enclosure (1). Enclosure (3) is the list of SEP topics
not included in Enclosure (1) which have previously been identified as
generic. The ongoing generic activity related to each of these topics
is also identified (i.e., the mlti-plant generic activity number and
title or the NRR generic activity number and title).
The NRC review of the issues identified in Enclosure (1) will be per-
formed by the'staff responsible for the TMI Action Plan item or the
Unresolved Safety Issue. The review and implementation of TMI Action

. Plan items and USIs are being conducted for all operating reactors separate
from the SEP program. Since a number of TMI issues, as w'ell as USIs,
will be resolved during the same time frame as the completion of our
assessments, the staff will consider the status and corrective actions
for TMI and USI items and will, to the extent practicable integrate them
into our overall assessment. This would assure that corrective actions
required as a result of the SEP Integrated Assessment are coordinated
to the extent possible with TMI and USI requirements and not unnecessarily .

impact plants.



The topics identified in Enclosure (3) rely upon the completion of the
related generic activity. Many of these related generic reviews are.
complete and Safety Evaluation Reports have been issued. Each licensee
will be informed by separate correspondepce of the status of Enclosure
(3) topics and what further action, if any, is requested. The results
of these generic topic reviews, i.e., Enclosure (3) topics, will be
included in the Integrated Assessment.

Sincerely,

Enclosures:
As stated

Gus C. Lainas, Assistant Director
for Safety Assessment

Division of Licensing

cc w/enclosures:
See next page
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r.

SEP TOPICS BEING DELETED

)

SEP
TOPIC NO. SEP TITLE

TMI;.USI, or
SEP No.'ITLE

II-2.B

II-2.D

I I I-8. 0

III-9

I I I-11

I I I-12

V-3

V-4

Y-8

V-13

Meteorological Measurements Program

Meteorological Data in Control
Room

Core Supports 5 Fuel Integrity

Support Ingegrity .'

Component Integrity

Environmental equal; of Safety
Equip.

Overpressuri zation Protection

Piping 5 Safe End Integrity

Steam Generator Integrity

'ater Harmer

TMI II.F.3
TMI,III.A.1

~ v

TMI II.F.3
TMI II I.A.1

TMI I.D.1

USI A-'2

USI A-12

USI A47
USI A-24
USI A-46
SEP II,I-6
SEP V-.l

1

USI A-"46
P ~

SEP III-6
USI A-.2

. ~ I'
I

USI A-24

USI A-26.

USI A-'42 -;

USI A'„,3,4%5

'SI

A-'3

Instruments for Accident Conditions
Emergency Preparedness - Short Term

Instruments for Accident Conditions
Emergency Pr'eparedness - Short Term
Control Room Design Reviews

Asyrtmetric Blowdown Loads
'I

Steam Generator 8 Reactor Coolant Pump
Support

,'ark I Containment
> gual; of Class 1 Cfquipment,

""
"Seismic

gualification'eismic

Design Considerations
Codes and Standards

Seismic gual. of Equip. in Operating
Plants
Seismic Design Considerations
Asynmetric Blowdown Loads

gual. of Class 1E Equipment

Reactor Vessel Pressure Transient
Protection

.Pipe Cracks in BWRs

Steam Generator Tube Integrity

Water Hartmer



SEP.
TOPIC

NO. SEP TITLE
TMI, USI, or
SEP No.

TITLE

VI-2.A

VI-2.B

Pressure-Suppression Type BWR

,Containments

Subcompartment Analysi s

USI A-7

USI'-2

. Mark I Containment

Asynmetric Blowdown Loads

VI-5

VI-7.E

VI-8

VII-4

VII-5

IX-2

XIII-1

As(:

Combustible Gas Control

ECCS Sump Design

~ Control Room Habitability

Effects of Failure in Non-Safety
Related Systems on ESF

Instruments for Radiation and
Process Variables During
Accidents

Overhead Handling Systems
(cranes)

Auxiliary Feedwater. System

Conduct of Operations

TMI II.B.7
USI A-48

USI A-43

TMI
' II.,D.3.4

USI A-47
USI A-17

TMI II.F.l
TMI II.F.2
TMI II.F.3

USI A-36

TMI II.E.l.l
TMI I.C.6
TMI I II.A.l
TMI III.A.2

Analysis of Hydrogen Control
Hydrogen Management

Containment Emergency Sump Performance

Control Room Habitability

Safety Implications of Control Systems
Systems Interaction

Additional Accident Instrumentation
Inadequate Core Cooling
Instruments for Accident Conditions

Control of Heavy Loads Near Spent
Fuel Pool

Auxiliary Feedwater System Evaluation

Correct Performance of Operating Activit
Emergency Preparedness- - Short Term
Emergency Preparedness - Long Term

E.
, P ~

~ C. g
.: I ~

0

Enclosure 1



SEP
'OPIC

No.

'
SEP TITLE

TNI; USI,. or
SEP No. ~ TITLE

I

XV-Zl

XV-22

XV-23

gy XV-24

Spent Fuel Drop Accidents

Anticipated Transients Without
Scram

Tube Failures in Steam
Generators

Loss of all AC Power

I
1 ~ .

USI A-36

USI A-9

USI A-3,4,5
USI A-9

USI A-44
»

!t
: ~ »

J

»

. Control of Heavy Loads Near Spent Fuel
Pool

, Anticipated Transients Without Scram

Steam Generator Tube Integrity
Anticipated Transients Without Scram

Station Blackout

.!
»

",» ~
«» (.''1»

: ~ »'

1

»

»

, i'. 1

f. l„<

f»'

.-'S

«4 1»»'nclosure 1



ENCLOSURE 2

DEF INITION

TOPIC: II-Z.B OnsIte Peteoro1ogIcaI Heasureoents Progran

1. Definition:

To review the onsite meteorological measurements program to determine
the extent that the licensee complies with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E,
and Appendix I.

2. Safet Ob ective:

To assure that adequate meteorological instrumentation to quantify the
off-.site exposures from routine releases is available and maintained.

3. Status:

Onsite meteorological measurements programs are being reviewed as
a part of the Appendix I evaluations.

4. References:

l. 10 CFR 50, Appendix E, Appendix I
2. R. G. 1.97, Rev. 1

3. R. 6 1.23
4. SRP Section 2.3.3

5. Basis for Deletron (i.e. related TMI Task USI or other SEP To ic):

a. TMI Task Action Plan - NUREG 0660 — Task II.F.3 Instrumentation
for Monitorin Accident Conditions

Task II.F.3 requires that appropriate instrumentation be provided
for accident monitoring with expanded ran„es and a source term
that considers a damaged core capable of surviving the accident
en'vironment in which it is located for the length of time its
function is required. Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2, "instru-
mentation for Light Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess
Plant and Environs Condition During and Following an Accident,"
issued December 1980, contains the required meteorological
instrumentation to quantify the off-site exposure.

b. TMX Task Action Plan — MREG 0660 — Task III.A.1 Im rove:.'Licensee
Emer enc Pre aredness - Short Term

Task III.A.1 requires the evaluation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix
E backfit requirements in accordance with NUREG 0654s "Criteria for-
Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plan
and Preparedness .in Support of Nuclear Power Plants." jackfit
requirements include review of the Onsite Meteorological Measurement
Program.

The evaluation required by Task II.F.3 and III.A.1 are identic 1
to SEP Topic II-2.B; therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.



XFINITIOM

TOPIC: II.2.O Availahility of Neteorological Oats in the Control Roon

l.
Definition:.'Data

from the onsite meteorological program should be available
in the control room.

2. 5~f0 '

To assure that the licensee has appropriate meteorological logical
data displayed in the control room to assess conditions during aed
follcwing an accident'to all~ for: (1) early indication of the
need to initiate action necessary to protect portions of the off-
site public; and (2) an estimate of the magnitude of the hazard
from potential or actual accidental releases.

3o Status:

No work currently being done on this subject for operating plants.

4. References:

l. 10 CFR 50, Appendix E, Appendix I
2. R. G. 1.97, Rev. 1

3. R. G. 1.23
4. SRP Section 2.3.3

5. Basis for Deletion (i.e., related THI Task, USI or other SEP
TODlc

a. THI Task Action Plan - NUREG-0660 - Task II.F.3

Task II.F.3, "Instrumentation for Monitoring Accident
Conditions" requires that appropriate instrumentation
be provided for accident monitoring with expanded ranges - .

and a source term that considers a damaged core capable
of surviving the accident environment in which it is
located for the length of time its function is required.
Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2 "Instrumentation for
Light-Water Coolant Nuclear Power, Plants to Assess

Plant'nd

Environs Conditions during and Following an Accident,"
issued December 1980, contains the required meteorological
instrumentation to quantify the off-site exposure.

b. TMI Task Action Plan - NUREG-0660 - Task III.A.1

Task III.A.l,"Impr'ove Licensee Emergency Preparedness-
Short Term" requires the evaluation of 10 CFR Part 50, .

Appendix E backfit requir'ements in accordance with NUREG

0654, "Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological
Emergency Response Plan and Preparendess in Support of Nuclear



Power Plants". Backfit requirements include review
of the Onsite Meteorologica Measurement Program.

c. TMI Task Action Plan - NUREG-0660 - Task I.D.l

Task I.D.l, "Control Room Design Reviews" requires
that operating reactor licensees and applicants for
operating licenses perform a detailed control room
design review to identify and correct design defici-
encies. This review will include an assessment of control
room layout, the adequacy of the information provided,
the arrangement and identification of important controls
and instrumentation displays, the usefulness of the audio
and visual alarm systems, the information recordihg and
recall capability, lighting, and other considerations
of human factors that have an impact on operator effect-
iveness.

The evaluations required by Tasks II.F.3, III.A.1 and
I.D.1 are identical to SEP Topic II-2.D therefore,
this SEP Topic has been deleted.
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DEFINITION

TOPIC: III-S.O Core Supports and Fuel Integrity

l. Definition:

Abnormal loading conditions on the core supports andd fuel
~ assemblies due to seismic. events or LOCAs could cause fuel

damage due to impact between fuel assemblies and upper and
lower grid plates or lateral impact between fuel'ssemblies
and the core baffle wall. The resulting damage could result
in loss of eoolable heat transfer geometry, make it impossible
to insert control rods, or cause releases of radioactive
materials due to fuel pin failure.

2. ~5f

To assure that all credible loading conditions on core supports
and fuel assemblies will not result in unacceptable fuel damage
or distortion.

3. Status:

DOR is currently reviewing the dynamic loads imposed on the fuel
assemblies during a LOCA. Independent analyses are being conducted
by staff consultants.

4. References:

l. ASHE Section III

~ ~
y<WD

1

5. Bas'is for Deletion i.e., related TMI Task, USI or other SEP To ic):
- USI A-2, As mmetric Blowdown Loads on Reactor Primar Coolant

S stem,. NUREG-0649

USI A-2 requires that an analysis be performed by licensees to
assess the'esign adequacy of the reactor vessel supports and
other structures to withstand the loads 'when asymmetric LOCA
forces are taken into account. The staff has completed its
investigation and concluded that an acceptable basis has been .

provided in NUREG-0609, "Asyometric Blowdown Loads on PWR
'rimarySystems," January 1981, for performing and reviewing

plant analyses for asymmetric LOCA loads. The structural accept-
ance criteria specified in NUREG-0609 are as follow:



The structural integrity of the primary system including the reactor pressure
vessel, RPV internals, primary coolant loop, and components must be evaluated
against appropriate acceptance criteria to determine if acceptable margins of
safety exist. Allowable limits and appropriate loading combinations. are set
forth in standard review plans (SRPs), which are listed in the table that
follows. The staff recognizes that in some specific cases, where "as built"
designs are being reevaluated for asymmetric LOCA loads, these design limits
may be exceeded. Acceptance of alternative allowable limits will be based on
a case-by-case evaluation of the safety margins.

Load combination criteria in general were not addressed as part of this study.
Currently the staff requires that seismic (SSE) and LOCA response be combined,
along with responses due to other loading as specified by the SRP. An accept-
able method for combining elastically generated seismic and LOCA responses is
provided in NUREG-0484. Acceptable methods for combining respohse generated
by an inelastic LOCA analysis and elastic seismic analyses will be evaluated
on a case-by-case basis.

Item SRP

Reactor pre'ssure vessel
Reactor internals
Primary coolant loop piping
ECCS piping
RPV, SG, pump supports
Siological shield wall
Steam-generator compartment wall
Neutron-shield tank

3.9.3
3.9.5, 3.9.1
3.9.3
3.9.3
3.8.3'.8.3
3.8.3
3.8.3

Since USI A-2 also requi'res the investigation of seismic and LOCA
response be combined, the evaluation required by USI A-2 is identical'o

SEP Topic III'-8.D; therefore, this SEP Topic has been deleted.



DEFINITION

TOPIC: III-S Support Integrity
I

1. 'Definition

Revie~ the design, design loads, and materials integrity including
corrosion and fracture toughness and the inservice inspection
programs of supports and restraints including bolting for the reactor
vessel, steam generator, reactor coolant pump, torus and other class 1,
2 and 3 safety related components and piping systems.

2: ~ll
.To assure adequate support and/or restraint of safety related systems
and components under normal and accident loads so that they will not
be prevented from performing their intended functions because of support
failures.

3. 3 tatus:

OOR has ongoing programs to review component supports. Current
emphasis is on primary system supports and on piping system supports
and restraints {snubbers}.

4. R eferences:

1. ASME Section III
2. Pink Book Generic Topics 3-5 and 3-43

5. Basis for Deletion i.e., related TMI Task USI or other SEP To ic:
a. USI A-12, Fracture Tou hness of Steam Generator and Reactor

Coo ant Pum Su orts, NUREC -0510, 06QGI

The original scope of USI A-12 was the review of the steam''
generator and reactor coolant pump supports of pressurized
water. reactors. However, the staff 'has expanded the review
to include other support structures, such as boiling water
reactor (BWR) vessel supports, BWR pump supports, pressurized
water reactor (PWR) vessel supports and PWR pressurizer
supports (NUREG-0577, Section 1.3). This expanded review
will be undertaken in accordance with the guidance of Section
4 of NUREG-0577.

b. USI A-7, MARK I- Containment Lon -Term Pro ram, NUREG-0649

Support integrity of the Torus is being evaluated under
USI A-7. Under this task, a short term program that
evaluated Nark I containment has provided assurance that
the Mark I containment system of each operating BWR



C.

d.

facility would maintain its integrity and functional
capability during a postulated LOCA. A longer term
program for BWR facilities, not yet licensed, is
planned wherein the NRC staff will evaluate the loads,
load combinations, and associated structural acceptance
criteria proposed by the Mark I Owners group prior to
the performance of plant-unique structural evaluations.
The Mark I Owners group has initiated a comprehensive
testing and evaluation program to define design'basis
loads for the Mark I containment system and to estab-"
lish structural acceptance criteria which will assure
margins of safety for the containment system which are
equivalent to that which is currently specified in the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Also included
in their program is an evaluation of the need for

'tructuralmodifications and/or load mitigation devices
to assure adequate Mark I containment system structural
safety margins.

USI A-24 Environmental ualification of Safet
Related E ui ment, NUREG-0371

Snubber operability and degradation of seals is covered
under USI A-24. „',.

USI A-46 Seismic uglification of E ui ment in
0 eratin Plants, NUREG-0705

Mechanical snubbers are covered under USI A-46.

e. SEP To ic, III-6, Seismic Desi n Considerations

Snubbers are evaluated for capacity under SEP Topic III-6.
SEP To ic V-l, Codes and Standards

Inservice Inspection requirements for supports is covered
under SEP Topic V-l, which refers to 10 CFR 50.55a.
SEP plants currently have surveillance Technical
Specifications on snubbers.

The evaluation required by USI A-12, A-7, A-24, A-46, SEP,

Topics III-6 and V-1 is .identical to the evaluation required
by SEP Topic III-9; therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.



DKF INIT ION

igpIC: iil-ll Component integrity

1. Definition:
r

Review licensee's criteria, testino procedures, and dynamic analyses
employed to assure the structural integrity and functional operability
of safe.y relat d me hanical equipment vnder faulted conditions and
accident loads. Inclvded are mechanical equipment such as pumps, valves,
fans, pump drives, heat exchanger tube bundles, valve ac uators, battery
and instrvment racks, con.rol consoles, cabinets, panels, and cable trays.

2. Sa e Ob ec.ive:

To confirm the ability of safety related mechanical equipment hav'ing-
experienced problems to,unction as needed during and after a faulted
or accident condition. The capability of safety rela ed mechanical
equipment to perform necessary protective actions is essential for
plant safety.

3. Status:

This review is not currently unde~ay in DOR.

4. Re ~ er nces:

1. 10 CFR 50.55a
2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix Ae GDC 2, 4, 14, 15
3. Standard Revie~ Plan 3.9.2
4. ASl;:. Sec:ion III
5. Regulatory Guides 1.20 and 1.68
6. '"-== 3rc'; 1-75
7. Standard Review Plan 3.9.3

5. Basis for Deletion i.e. related TMI Task, USI or other SEP To ic :

a.. USI A-46, "Seismic ualification of E ui ment in 0 eratin
P ants' NUREG-0606 0705

lhe component integrity (both structural integrity and
functional operability) for safety related mechanical and
electrical equipment for all operating plants including
SEP plants will be addressed in this new USI (A-46).

b. USI A-2, "As mmetric Blowdown Loads on React'or Primar . Coolant
S stem , NUREG-0649

The assessment of faulted loads for the primary loop are
being performed under USI A-2. Further, the assessment
of high energy pipe. breaks consider the effect-.of accident
loads with regard to jet impingement, pipe whip and other ,

reaction loads.



c. SEP To ic III-6, Seismic Desi n Considerations

The evaluation of equipment structural integrity under
seismic loads will be performed under SEP Topic III-6.
The evaluations required by Tasks USI A-46, A-2, and
SEP Topic III-6 are identical to SEP Topic III-ll;
therefore, this SEP Topic has been deleted.



DEF IN IT ION

TOPIC: III-12 Environnental qualification of Safety R-e1ated Equipment

Definition:

Safety-relateC electrical and mechanical equipment that is required
to survive and'function under envirormental conditions calculated to
resul t from a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) or a postulated main
steam line break (MSLB) accident inside containment must be
environmental ly qual ified. In addition, determine whether environment
induced failures of non-safety-related equipment could interfere with
the opera.ion of safety equipment. Special attention should be given
to the effect of beta radiation on exposed organic surfaces, such as
gaskets.-

EKE
To assure that the mechanical and.Class IE electrical equipment of
safety systems have been oualified for the most severe environment
(temperature, pressure, humidity, chemistry and radiation) of design
basis accidents.

3.

4,

5.

Status:

Vesting)iouse is conducting a verification program which is expected to
be completed by the end of 1977 for those plan .s qualifieo to IEEE - 323
(1971). The Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES ) is sponsoring
programs relating to Class IE eouipment oualification', the results of
which can be utilizea to determine the'adequacy of the equipment pre-
viously oualified.

P.e erences:

1. HUREG 0153, I em 25, "gualification of Safety-Related
Equipment'ecember

1976
2. DOR Technical Activities, Category B, Item 34, "Envirormental

Oualifications of Safety-Rela ed Equipment (Post LOCA)", Nay 1977
3. DSS Technical Activities, Category A, Item 33, "()ualification of

Class IE Safety-Related Equipment", April 1977
4. R. G. 1.89

Basis for Deletion i.e. related TMI Task, USI or other SEP To ic:
r

USI A-24, ualification of Safet Related E ui ment, NUREG-0371
NUREG-0606

The issue identified in reference 1 (NUREG-0153. Item 25) and
the review criteria, i.e., R.G. le89, are identical to those lspeci-

.'iedin USI A-24. The Task Action Plan for USI A-24 (NUREG-0371)
covers the environmental qualification of both electrical and
mechanical safety related equipment.

The evaluation required by USI A-24 is identical to SEP Topic
III-12; therefore, this SEP Topic has been deleted.'



DEF INITION

TOPIC: Y-3 Overpressurization Protection

Defi ni tion:

20

Inadvertent overpressuri ation of the primary system at temperatures
below the nil ductility transit~on temperature may result in reactor
vessel failure during heatup and pressurization. Such overpressur e
transients are caused by pressure surges when the primary system is'ater solid. The most severe transients have occurred when a charging
pump sta~ts up or inadvertent closing of a letdown valve with a charging
pump running. Pressure temperature limits as a function of neutron fluence
of the material at the reactor vessel beltline are specified in 10 CFR

50, "Appendix G. All PWR licensees have been dir ected to institute interim
adr,inistrative procedures to prevent damaging pr ssure transients and on
a longer time scale to provide permanent protection which will probably
include hardware changes such as high capacity safety/relief valves.

3.

4.

To protect the primary system from potentially damaging overpressurization
transients during plant pressuriza.ion and heatup.

Sta.us:
1

Gene~ic review of all PWR licensee submittals is underway. Criteria
. for evaluation have been developed and refined by NRR/RES. An effort
is being made to complete the review sufficien .ly early to ensure
installation of mitigating systems by'the end of 1977.

R e ferenr es

1. NURKG 0138

5. Basis for Deletion (inc., related TMI Task, USI or other SEP To ic):
- USI A-26 Reactor Vessel Pressure Transient Protection NUREG-0410)

Under USI A-26 licensees were requested to modify their systems
and procedures to protect against low temperature overpressuriza-tion. All operating PWRs have made these modifications and
Safety Evaluation Reports for the SEP plants have been issued.

The evaluation required by USI A-26 is identical to SEP TopicV-3; therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.



DEF INITION

TDPIC: Y-4 Piping and Safe End Integrity

1. Definition:

Review the safety aspects that affect BWR and PMR piping and safe end
integrity for compliance with 10 CFR Part 50, including fracture
toughness, flaw evaluation, stress corrosion cracking in BWR and PMR

piping, and control of materials and welding.

2. Safet Ob 'ective:
~ s

To assure continued piping integrity and compliance with 10 CFR Part
50 and applicable industry codes and standards.

3. Status:

The Engineering Branch, DOR, is conducting an ongoing program that
includes the as-needed review of those aspects necessary to ensure the
continuing integrity of pipHg systems important to safety includfng
stress corrosion cracking of BWR colant pressure boundary piping. This
program wil3 continue for the life of operating reactors'.

4. References:

1. Technical Position, Material Selection and Processing Guidelines
for BWR Coolant Pressure Boundary Piping

2. ASIDE Section XI

5. Basis for Deletion (i.e. related THI Task USI or other SEP To ic):
a. USI A-42 Pi e Cracks in Boilin Water Reactors NUREG-0510

The scope of USI A-42 is the study of stress corrosion cracking
in BWR piping. NURE~0313, Rev. 1 "Technical Report on Material
Selection and Processing Guidelines for BVR Coolant Pressure
Boundary P'ping" is the resolution of USI A-42 and presents
staff positions.

b. USI A-10, BWR Feedwater Nozzle Cracking and Control
Rod Drive Hydraulics Return Line Nozzle Cracking,
NUREG-0649 .

C. NRR Generic Activit C-7 PWR S stem Pi in , NUREG 0471

The scope of this activity is the study of stress corrosion
cracking in PWR piping. NUREG 0691, "Investigation and Evaluation
of Cracking Incidents in Piping in Pressurized Water Reactors"
recommends the same corrective actions (pg. 2-12) propos'ed for
BWRs in NUREG 0313, Rev. 1 gSI A 42.

The evaluation required by USI A-42 and Task C-7 is identical to .
the evaluation required by SEP,Topic V-4; therefore, this SEP
topic has been deleted.



DEF IHITION

TOPIC: V-8 Steam Generator (SG) IntegrI ty

1 Definftion:

Review the safety aspects affecting operation of steam generators
fnc1 udf ng secondary water chemi stry, tube plugging cri ter fa,
inservice inspection, possibly including a dimensional inspection
for proper evaluation of denting, steam generator tube leakage, tube
denting,. flow induced vibration of steam generator tubes, tube repair,
and tube bundle or steam generator replacement.

2. Safet Ob ective:

To ensure that acceptable levels of integrity of that portion of .

the reactor coolant pressure boundary made up by the .steam generator
.are maintained fn accordance with current codes, standards, 'and/or
regulatory'riteria during normal and postulated accident conditions.
The integrity of the steam generator is needed to ensure that leakage
following a postulated design basis accident will not result in doses
to the public in excess of 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines and that the
emergency core cooling systems will be able to perform their safety
functi ons.

3. Status:

Review of this topic fs being performed by the Division of Operating
Reactors. This effort will continue for the life of operating
r eactors.

4. References:

1. Regulatory Guide 1.83 (Revfsfon 1)
2. Regulatory Guide 1.121
3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC'30 and 32
4. Pink Book 3-27

5. Basis for Deletion i.e. related TMI Task; USI or other SEP To ic :

- USI A-3 A-4 A-5, Mestin house, Combustion En ineerin , and
Babcock and Wilcox Steam Generator Tube Inte rft , NUREG-0649

The definition of this topic and the references cited are
covered by USI A-3, 4 and 5. .The evaluation for USI A-3,
4 and 5 is identical to SEP Topic V-8; therefore, this SEP
Topic has been deleted.



DEF

INITIO'OP1C:

Y-13 Nates Hammer

1. Definition:

Mater hamrier events have occured in light water reactor systems. Mater
h'arirner events increase the probability of pipo breaks and coulo increase
the consequences of certain events such as the loss of coolan accident.
The .ypes of water hammer, the vulnerable systems (for example, contain-
ment spray, service water, feedwater and s earn) and the safety signifi-
cance of ~ater hammer have been identified and defined in a staff report
of ttey 1977.

2. Sa fet Ob 'ective:

To reduce the probability of wa er hammer events that have the potential
to lead to pipe ruptures in L"R systems which are needed to mitigate the
consequences of accidents or that might incr ase the consequences of
accidents previously analyzed.

3. Status:

Generic review is underway. .On Harch 10, 1977, an interdivisional
DOP/DSS technical review group was formed to investigate the wa wr
hamer issue and to develop a p~ogram for i s appropriate considera-
tion in licensing reviews and for operating reac:or.s. Consultant
work has been performed by CREARE and Livermore Labs.

4. References:

l.
2.

4

"Mater Hammer in Nuclear Po~er Plants", NRC S aff Report, tune 1, 1977
"An Evaluation of PMR Steam Generator Ma or Hanxner" by G. B. Mallfs,
P. H. Rothe, et. al. of CREARE Inc., draft, February 1977.
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory "An Investigation of Pressure Transient
Propaga ion in Pressurized Mater Reactor reedwater Lines" (Preliminary)
S. 8. Sutton, April 15, 1977.
HRR Technical Activities, Category A, I.em 1, Mater Hanner, Hay 1977.

5. Basis for Deletion i.e., related TMI Task, USI or other SEP To ic:
- USI A-l, Water Hammer, HUREG-0649

The references cited in this topic were the precursors of USIA-l. The evaluation required for USI A-l is identical to SEP
Topic V-13; therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.



DEF INITION

TOPIC: YI-2.A Pressure-Suppression Type BMR Contairments

Definition:

20

30

BMR pressure-suppression type contafnments (e.g., Mark I containment)
are subjected to hydrodynamic loads during the blowdown phase of a LOCA.
Those loads have the potential for damaging the components and structures
(wetwell, internal structures, restraints, supports and 'connected systems)

.. of the containment. During a relief valve blowdown into the suppression pool
the wetwell (torus) shell and safety/relief valve restraints may be over-
stressed. The hydrodynamic loads were not explicitly identffied and included
fn the design of the Mark I pressure-suppression containment.

To assure that the structural integrity of pressure suppr ession pool
containments is maintained under hydrodynamic loading condftions. It has
been determined that the upward 'forces during the blowdown phase following.
a lOCA potentially cause the Hark I torus to be lifted, causing failure of
connec .ing sys .ems and supports and leading to loss of the containment
integrity. Structural modifications and/or changes in the mode of 'operation
might be necessary to assure adequate safety margins.

Status:

4.

Mark I containments are currently evaluated in a two step generic revfew
program: The Short-Term Program (STP), canpleted Hay 1977, has focused
on the de ermination of the magnitude and significance of hydrodynamic
loads. In the Long-Term Program (LTP), to be completed by late 1978, the
design oasis loads will be finalized and the capability of the containment
to withstand .he loads wi:hin the original design structural margins will
be verified. This verification will be based in part on research results
from ttRC and industry sponsored programs. As a result of the STP, the
s.aff required that Hark I plants be operated with a drywell to we~11
differential pressure of at least one psi to reduce the vertical loads.
In addition some licensees have modified the torus support system for
additional safety margin.

References:

l. Pink Book - Generic Issues (April 1977)
a. Mark I Containment - STP Technical Specifications
b. Mark I Containment Evaluation - STP
c. Hark I Containment Evaluation - LTP
d. t'hrk I Safety/Relief Valve Line Restrafnts in Torus



TOP IC. YI-2.A

2. DOR Technical Activities, Category A, April 1977
a. Item 2, "Nark I Containment STP"
b. Item'3, "Mark I Containment LTP'. Item 23, "Hark II Containment"

3. DOR Technical Activities, Category B, Nay 1977, Item 12,
"Assessment of Column Suckling Criteria"

4. DSS Technical Activities, Category A, April 1977, Item 31,
"Determination of LOCA'and SRY Pool Dynamic Loads for Mater..

..Suppression Containments"

5. Basis for Deletion i.e., related TMI Task,'USI or other SEP To ic:
USI A-7 Mark I Containment Lon -Term Pro ram NUREG-0649

Under this task, a short term program that evaluated Mark I
containment has provided assurance that the Mark I containment
system of each operating BWR facility would maintain its integrity .

and functional capability during a postulated LOCA. A longer
term program for BWR facilities, not yet licensed, is planned
wherein the NRC staff will evaluate the loads, load

combinations,'nd

associated structural acceptance criteria proposed by the
Mark I Owners group prior to the performance of plant-unique
structural evaluations. The Mark I Owners group has initiated
a comprehensive testing and evaluation program to define des'ign
basis loads for the Mark I containment system and to establish
structural acceptance 'criteria which will assure margins of
safety for the containment system which are equivalent to that
which is currently specified in the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code. Also included in their program is an evaluation
of the need for structural modifications and/or load mitigation
devices to assure adequate Mark I containment system structural
safety margins.

The long term program for USI A-7 will assure that all plants
with Mark I containments are able to tolerate,: without loss
of function, the LOCA induced hydrodynamic loads.

The evaluation required by USI A-7 is identical to SEP Topic
VI-2.A; therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.



DEF INITION

TOP1C: Y1-2.8 Sul:cnaparisaent Analysis

l. Definition:

The rupture of a high energy line inside a containment subcanpartment can
cause a pressure differential across the walls of the subccmpartment.
In the case of a rupture of a PN main coolant pipe adjacent to the
reactor vessel, the subcooled blowdown produces pressure differentials
fn the annulus between the reactor vessel and the shield wall and also
wi thin the reactor vessel across the core barrel. This asynmetric
pressure distribution generates loads on the reactor vessel support
and on reactor vesseT internals on other equi'pment suppo'rts and on
subcompar tment structures which have not been analyzed previously
for most operating reactors.

To assure that the reactor vessel. supports, reactor vessel internals,
other equipment supports and subcompartment structures are designed
with an adequate margin against failure due to these loads. The failure
could result in a loss of ECCS capa5ility.

3. Status:

The staff is reviewing the NSSS vendor and architect engineer design
codes used to calculate the loads produced by the asymmetric pressure
distr'ibution. Analyses have been completed for a limited number of
operating plan.s. The 4 TNO code is approved. Bechtel, Gilbert and
United Engineering have submitted 'codes for review.

4. References:

l. Pink Book - Generic Issue, Item 3-5, "Asymmetric LOCA Loads - PMR",
April 1977

2. DOR Technical Activities, Category A, Item 32, "Asymetric LOCA Loads
(Reactor Yessel Support Problem)", April 1977

3. DSS Technical Activities, Category A, Item 14, "Asymmetric Bl owdown
Loads on Reactor Vessel", April 1977 .

4. DPM Technical Activities, Category A, Item 2, Reactor. Yessel Supports
(Asymmetric LOCA Loads from Sudden Subcooled Blowdown), April 1977

5. Basis for Deletion i.e., related THI Task;.USI or other SEP To ic:
- USI A-2, As mmetric Blowdown Loads on Reactor Primar Coolant~S. E -tl649

The references cited in this topic were the precursors 'of
USI A-2. The evaluation required for USI A-2 is identical
to SEP Topic VI-2.B (see also SEP Topic III-B.D); therefore,
thi s SEP Topi c has been del eted.



DEFINITION

TOPIC: YI-5 Combustible Gss Control

1. Definition:

Review the combustible gas control system to determine the capability of
the system to monitor the combustible gas concentration fn the containment.
to mix combustible gases within the containment atmosphere; and to maintain
combustible gas concentrations below the combus ion limfts (e.g., by
recombination, dilution, or purging). For facilities which share 'recombiners
(portable) between units or sites, determine that the recombiners can be made
available within a suitable time. For facilities which utilize purging as a

primary means of c~mbustible gas control,'etermine the radiolo~ical con-
sequences of the system oper ation. Reevaluate hydrogen production and
accumulation analysis to consider (1) reduction of Zr/water reaction on the
basis of five times the Appendix' calculation amount and (2) potential
increases in hydrogen production from corrosion of metals inside containment.

2. Safet Objective:

To prevent the formation of combustible gas explosive concentrations in
the containment or in localized regions within containment, following a-
postulated accident; to assure that the radiological consequences of
the system operation are acceptable..

3. Status:

Proposed 10 CFR 50.44 ~ould permit a BMR licensee to propose an alternate
combustible gas control system in lieu of inerting. Four such proposals
for con.ainmert atmosphere dilution (CAD) sys ems are currently
under review, and the COG'P 11 computer code fs being revised o perform
the sys.em evaluations.

4. References:

1. Proposed Rule 10 CFR 50.44
2. DOR Technical Activities, Category A, Item 8, "Containment Purge During

Normal Operation", Apt il 1977
3. DOR Technical Activities, Category A, Item 14, "Inerting Requirements/

CAD", April 1977
4. Branch Technical Position CSB 6-2
5. Standard Review Plan 6.2.5
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5. Basis for Deletion i.e., related TMI Task, USI or other SEP

To 1c

a. TMI Task Action Plan - NUREG-0660 - Task II.B.7,
Anal sis of H ro en Control

As a result of TMI II.B.7 short and long term'rulemaking
to amend 10 CFR 50.44 has been initiated. The short term
rulemaking (interim rule) requires that all Mark I and
Mark II containments be inerted. It also required that
the owners of all plants with other containments perform
certain analyses of accident scenarios involving hydrogen
releases and furnish the staff with a proposed approach
for mitigating these hydrogen releases.

The longer term rulemaking will address both degraded
core and melted core issues. In the area of hydrogen control
it will prescribe requirements that are appropriate for opera-
ting plants as well as for plants under construction.

b. USI A-48, H dro en Control Measures and Effects of H dro en
Burns on Safet E ui ment, NUREG-0705

Under USI A-48 a Task Action Plan has been defined and is
being developed that encompasses the concerns in the Definition
and the Safety Objective of SEP Topic VI-5.

The evaluation required by TMI II.B.7 and USI'A-48 is
identical to SEP Topic VI-5; there ore, this SEP topic
has been deleted.





DEFINITION

TOPIC: YI-7 E ECCS Sump Design and Test for Recirculation Mode
Effectiveness

l. Definition: '

Following a LOCA in a PMR an emergency core cooling system (ECCS)
automatically injects ~ater into the system to maintain core cooling.
Initially, water is drawn from a large supply tank. Mater discharging
from the break and containment spray collects in the containment
building sump. Mhen the supply tank has emptied to a predewrmined
level, the ECCS is switched from the "injection" mode to the
'"recirculation" mode. Mater is then drawn from the containment
building sump.

ECC systems are required to operate indefinitely in this mode to
provide decay heat removal.'ertain flow conditions could occur in
the sump, which -could cause pump failures. These include entrained
air, prerotation or vortexing and losses leading to deficient HPSH.

2. Safet Objective:

To confirm effective operation of ECC systems in the recircul.ation
mode..

3. Status:

Confirmation through pre-opera.ional testing is now required on all
CPs. Staff has been accepting scaled tests in lieu of pre-op tests
a; OL s:ag . 'ome plants have required modificasion to achieve
vor-ex con rol.

4. References:

1. RFP - Vortex Technology (PMR)
2. Reg. Guide 1.79 para. b(2)

5. Basis for Deletion i.e., related TMI Task USI or other SEP To ic :

- USI A-43, Containment Emer enc Sum Reliabilit NUREG-0510 0660

The definition of this topic and the references cited are
covered by USI A-43. The evaluation for USI A-43 is identical
to SEP Topic VI-7E; therefore, this SEP Topic has been deleted.



DEF INITION

IOPIC: YI-8 Control Room Habitability

Definition:

2 ~

3.

Control rooms in operating plants may not fully comply with General
Design Criterion 19. This review should include, but not be limited to,
analysis of the control room air infiltrati'on rate, ventilation system
isolability and filter efficiency, shielding, emergency breathing
apparatus, shor t distance atmospheric dispersion, operator radiation
exposure, and on-site toxic gas s orage proximity.

Safety Objective:

To assure that the plant operators can safely remain in the control
roam to manipulate the plant controls after an accident.

Status:

4.

DOR now reviews control room habitability in operating plants when
related licensing actions (e.a., assessment of B4R Containment Air
Dilution system post-LOCA radiological .impact) require it. DSE has
a technical assistance contract with. the National Bureau of Standards
to measure the control room air infiltration rate at a few operatina .

plants. These measurements will be used to aauge the conservatism
of the assumed air infiltration rates currently used by HRC. Some
revie~s are now in proaress for plants we have reason to believe do
not meet G. D. Criterion 19 (SONGS-l, Vermont Yankee, St. Lucie).

References:
t

1 ~ SRP 6.4
2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 19
3. "Nuclear Power Plant Control Room Ventilat'..-. System Design for Meetina

, General Criterion 19", by K. G. Murphy and Dr. K. M. Campe, Proceedinas.
of the Thirteenth AEC Air Cleanina Conference

4. R. {i /
5. R. G. 1.95, Rev. 1

Basis for Deletion i.e., related TNI Task, USI or other SEP To ic:
- TNI Task Action Plan, NUREG-0737 Task III D:3.4, Control Room

Habitabilit Re uirements .

The review criteria required by 'Task III.D.3.4 (NUREG-0737,
pg. 3-197) is identical to the review criteria specified in

. the Definition and References of SEP Topic VI-8; therefore,
this SEP Topic has been deleted.



DEFINITION

TOPIC: VII-4 Effects of Failure in Ron S-afety Related Systeots on Selected
Engineered Safety Features

1. Definition:

Potential ~iyations of transients and accidents with fQluxm af non-
safety-related control systems were not specifi.cally evaluated in the
original safety analysis of currently operating reactor plants. Review
the effects of control system malfunctions as initiating events for
anticipated transients and also as failures concurrent with or subsequent
to anticipated events or postulated accidents initiated by a different
malfunction (e.g., the effect. of the loss of the plant air system on the
plant control and monitoring system). A complete discussion is'provided
in reference 1.

1 ~ ~Ef 0

To assure that any credible combination of a non-safety-related system
~ failure with a postulated transient or accident will not cause unacceptable

consequences-

S. Status:

A technical assistance contract with ORNL for failure mode analyses of
control systems was initiated to determine sensitive areas of the plant
designs. The results of this program in conjunction with the results
of the failure mode and effects analyses for transients and accidents
being performed under contract by INEL should provide a basis for any
new review,and safety requirements.

4. References:

1. NNEG-0153, Item 22, "Systematic Review of Normal Plant Operation
and Contro1 Sys em Failures", December 1976

2. Memorandum from Y. Stello to R. J. Hart; dated. 12/23/76, NRR letter
Ko. 46.

3. UGR Task Force Report or SEP, Appendix 8 (TFL 118),.November 1976
a. Item 33 "Safety Related Control Power"
b- Item 34' Safety Re'.ated Instrumentation Power"
c. Item 56 "Effect of Failure in Non-Safety Related Systems During

Design Bas;s Events"
d. Item 57 "Loss of Plant Air System (Effect on Plant Control and

Monitoring';"
e. Item 77 "Safety Related Control and Instrument Power"

4. DOT Recomm nded List of SEP Subjects, Spring 1977 C DOT 102,
Item lUQz, "Loss of Plant Air System (Effec. on Plant Control
and Monitoring)



5. Basis for Deletion (i.e. related TMI Task USI or other SEP To ic):

a. USI A-47 Safe Im lications of Control S stem, hUREG-0705,
0606

The issue defined in reference 1 (hUREG-0153, Item 22) is as
follows:

In evaluating plant safety, the effects of control system mal-
functions should be reviewed as initiating event's for anticipated
transients and also as failures that could occur concurrently
or subsequent to postulated anticipated events (initiated by a
different malfunction) or postulated accidents."

The issue defined in USI A-47 is in part as follows:

"Tnis issue concerns the potential for transients or accidents
being made more severe as a result of the failure or malfunction
of control systems. These failures or malfunctions may occur
independently, or as a result of the accident or transient under
consideration."

b. USI A-17 S stem Interaction in Nuclear Power Plants hUREG-0649,
0606

The purpose of this task is to develop a method for conducting
a disciplined and systematic review of nuclear power plant systems,
for both process function couplings of systems and space couplings,
to identify the potential sources and types of systems inter-.
actions that are determined to be potentially adverse.

A report has been developed, 'Pinal Report — Phase 1 System
Interaction Methodology Application Program," NUREG/CR-1321,
SAND 80-0384 whose ob)ectives are:

1. To develop a methodology for conducting a disciplined and
systematic review of,nuclear power plant systems which
facilitates identification and evaluation of systems inter-
actions that affect the likelihood'f core damage.

2. To use the methodology to assess the Standard Review Plan
to determine the completeness of the plan in identifying
and evaluating a limited range of systems interactions.

The work done under USI A-17 may be useful in the development :
of USI A-47.

+e definifion of USI A-47 is ident''ca1 to that of .

Topic VII-4; therefore, this SEP'opic has been deleted.



PEF IHETEOH

iDPIC: YII-5 Instrument'or Monitoring Radiation and Process Yariahles
During Acc dents

1. Definition:

The adequacy of the instruments for monitoring radiation and'process
variables during accidents has not been reviewed for conformance with
Regulatory Guide 1.97. A generic review is planneC. to assess the
licensee's existing or proposed monitoring instruments during and following
accidents to determine the adequacy of their range, response and qualifica-
tions, and to determine the sufficiency of the variables to be monitored.
Cer.ain instruments to monitor conditions beyond the design basis, accidents
will also be required in accordance with an RRRC determination (Reference 3).

2. Sa.etv Ob'ective:

To assure tha . plant o'perators and emergency response personnel have
available sufficient information on plant conditions and radiological
releases to determine aopropriate in-plant and offsite ac-ions .hroughou.
the course of any accident. The instrumentation should also provide
recordeo transient or..rend information necessary for post-accident
evaluation of the event. The ability to follow the course'f accidents
beyond the aesign basis accidents is also requirea.

3 ~ 5 etus:
e

Generic reviee of instrunentation to follou the course of accioents
in operating plants and in all plan.s now under constructton or seeking
a construe:ion pe~it will begin wi.h the issuance of Regulatory Guide
1.91, Revision 1, this year. Submittals describing the facilities'os.-
accident ins.rumentation will be obwined from all operating licensees and
reviewed by the end of 1978. The implementation of Regulatory Guide 1.97,

'evision1 on operating plants is proceeding independent of the SEP. RRRC

has det rmined that Revision 1 to Regulatory Guide 1,97 s'hould be treated
as a Category 2 item (backfit on operating plants on a case by case basis).

4. R eferences:

1. H. G. Hangelsdorf (ACRS) memo of 8/14/73 to L. N. Munt=ing (Regulation)
2. L. M. Munwing (Regulation) meno of 11/1/?3 to H. G. Mangelsdorf (ACRS)
3. Proposed Revision 1 to Regulatory Guide 1.97, the Enclosure.with the

4/4/77 mero R. 8. Ninogue (SO).to E. G. Case (HRR)
4. SRP 7.5
5. SRP 7.6
6. SRP 11.5
7. T. A. Eppolito (EECS5) memo of 8/12/74 to Emergency Instrumentation:

Task Force Members
8. Essue 21, HUREG»0153
9. RRRC Meeting Minutes (January 28, 1977)



Co
5. Basis for Deletion (i.e. related TMI Task USI or other SEP To ic):

TMI Task Action Plan - NUREG-0660 0737 — Task II.F. Instrumentation
and Controls

There are three subtasks under Task II.F. as follows:

a. II.F.l » Additional Accident Monitoring Instrumentation

b. II.F.2 — Identification of and Recovery from Conditions Leading
to Inadequate Core Cooling

c. 'I.F.3 — Instruments for Monitoring Accident Conditions

Specific postions on'the required instrumentation for II.F.1 and
II.F.2 are in NUREG 0737 and Regulatory Guide (R.G.) 1.97, Revision
2 (December '980). Instrumentation needed for II.F.3 is also in
R.G. 1.97, Revision 2.

',i

The emphasis of TMI Task II.F. is the Monitoring of Radiation and
Process Variables; guidance. for this relies prQnarfly on R,G, 1.97.
This is identical to the review proposed in Topic VII-5; therefore,,
this SEP topic has been deleted.



OEr I NIT ION

TDi'IC: IX-2 Overhead Handling Systems - Cranes

l. Definition:

Overhead handling systems (cranes) are used to lift heavy objects in
the vicinity of PMR and BMR spent fuel storage facilities and inside
the reactor buildina. If a heavy object (e. g., a shielded cask)
were to drop on the spent fuel or on the reactor core dur ing refueling,
there coula be a potential for overexposure of plant personnel and
for release of radioac .ivity to the environment. Review the overhead

'andlingsystem, including sling and other lifting devices, and the
po.ential for the drop of a heavy object on spent fuel includiny
structural effects.

2. Safety Objective:

To assess the safety margins, and improve margins where necessary,
of the overhead handling systems to assure tha: the potential for
dropping a heavy objec . on spent fuel is within acceptable limits
and that the potential radiation oose to an individual does not
exceed the guiaelines of 1O CFR Part 10U.

3. Status:

Regula.ory Guide 1.104, "Overhead Crane Handling Systems for Nuclear
Power Pl ants" was issued for ccement i n Feoruary 1976 and references
various industry standards. New applications (CP and OL) are reviewed
in accor Cance wi.h the A3'CSB Branch'Technical Posi.ion 9-1 which is
ioentical to Regulatory Guioe 1.104.

The revie~ of overhead hand.ina systems of operatina reactor
facilities is performed on a oeneric basis and has also be n iaentified
as a OOR Technical Activity Cat gory A.

4. References:

1.
2.

3.

R. G. 1.104
APCSB Branch Technical Position 9-1, "Overheaa Handling Sys.ems
,or Nuclear Power Plants"
3'ink Book - Generic Issue 3-22, ";uel Cask Drop Analvsis", .April,
1977.
OOR Technical Activities, Category A Item 50, "Control of
Heavy Loads Over Soent Fuel", April 1977

5. Basis for Deletion i.e., related TNI Task USI or other SEP To ic .

- USI A-36, Control of Heav Loads Near S ent Fuel, NUREG-0649

'he

review criteria required by USI A-36 (SRP 9.1.4 and
NUREG-0554) are identical to the review criteria specified
in the References of SEP Topic IX-2 (BTP 9-1 and RG 1.104);
therefore, this SEP Topic has been deleted.



QEF IHITION

TOPIC: X Auxiliary Feedwater System

Defini iion:

Review the auxiliary feedwater sys:em, associated instrum ntation, and
connection between redundant sys ems. The r view includes the aspects
of pump drive and power supply diversity (e-g., electrical and

am-driven sources), and the water supply sources for the auxiliary
feedwater system.

L 5~f0

3.

To assure that the auxiliary feedwater system can provide an adequate
supply of cooling water to .he s.earn g nerators for decay heat removal
in the event of a loss of all main feedwater. Older PVR plants may not
meet the requirement for pump drive and po~er supply diversity.-

Status:

Reviews for new license app'.ications are pe. formed in accordance with
the SRP. This topic is not under active review for opera-ing plants.

References:

1. SRP, 10.4.&.
APCSB 9TH 10-1, Design Guioelines for Auxiliary Feedwater System
t'ump Drive and Power Supply Divers.ity for PRR Plants"

5. Basis for Deletion i.e. related TflI Task, USI or other SEP To ic:
- THI Task Action Plan - NUREG-0665- - Task II.E.l.l Auxiliar

Feedwater S stem Evaluation

The THI-2 accident and subsequent .investigations and studies
highlighted the importance of the auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
system in the mitigation of severe transients and accidents.
Since then, the AFW systems have come under close scrutiny by
the NRC and many improvements have been recommended to enhance
the reliability of AFW systems for all 'plants. The scope of
the review outlined in the SEP Topic X definition is identical
to the scope of NUREG-0737, "Clarification of TflI Action Plan
Requirements,""Item II.E.1,1(2) which requires that each PWR

plant licens'ee:
"Perform a deterministic review of the AFW system
using the acceptance criteria of Standard Review Plan
Section 10.4.9. and associated Branch Technical Position
ASB 10-1 as principal guidance.".

The review criteria ior the evaluations required by Item
II.E.1.1(b) are identical to SEP Topic X; therefore, this
SEP Topic has been deleted.



DEF IHITION

TOPIC: XI!!-1 Conduct of Operetfons

D efi nition:
~ %.

2.

The oroanization, aaministrative controls and operating experience
will be reviewed. The exis ing organization and administrative
cont".ols will be compared with standard technical specifications
and guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 1.B and 1.33 to determine
the adequacy of the staff to protect the plan. and to operate safely
in routine, emeraency, and long-tern post-accident circumstances.
The ..plant operating history will be reviewed to assess the combiaation
of staff, oper'ating controls and alarms, and administrative controls,
in particular plant procedures, emergency planning and offsite prepa". ed-
ness, to determine whether addi .ional staff, qualifications, or admini-.
strative controls will be required for continued safe opera ion.

Sa etv Ob ective:

To obtain reasonable assurance that the plant has enouoh people,
with sufficient training and experience, and has administrative
controls adequat to specify proper operation in routine, emergency
and post-acciaent conditions..

S-aius

Most of the older plants have staff members that meet the experience
and educational requirements given in ANSI N18.1 - 1971 (endorsed by
Regula:ory Guiae 1 eB); ho~ever, a comparison acair s. current criteria
fcr tne composite s.a has not be n made. These plants have provided
training for subsequent plan: sta fs and plant experience has in
oeneral demonstra ed safe design and operation. Operating experience
review is onooing; and has been, in oeneral, favorable. However, an
analysis of this experience for trends, common elemen s, and potential
hidoen problems has not been systematically performed.

A revie~ of Section VI of operating reactor licensees technical
specifications was begun in 1974 using Section Yl of STS as a model.
As o September 1973 these reviews had been completed and the plane
licensed prior to thi s time had been found to: '(1) be acceptable and
upo-adino was no. required, (2 ) require upcradino of only the c
re"ortino requirments, or (3) require improvemeht to be comparable

.he SiS model. Plants licensed after September 1973 have been
reviewed aoainst the STS model. Further review of Section YI, -here-
fore will not be required.

Lmeroency plans submit ed at .he OL stage complied with 10 CFR

SO Appendix "= 1970; however, these plans are not consistent with
.he guidance given in new Reoulatory Guide 1.101 Rev. 1 1977.



X:I;-1 Continued 2

4. R ef e rene es:

1

20
3.
4 ~

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

R. G, 1.8 and 1.33
ANSi N18.1 - 1971
ANSI N18.7 - 1972 Revised
Stanaard Technical Specifications, Section YI
10 CFR 50, Appendix E

R. G. 1.101 Rev. 1 1977
SRP 13.3
NlREG 75/11.1, Guide and Checklist for Development and Evaluation
of Stat~ and Local Goverrrnent Radiolo'gical Emergency Response
Plans in Support of Fixed Nuclear Facilities
EPA manual of Protec .ive Action Guides'and Protective Action
for Nuclear lnciden s', September 1975
Memorandum of Understanding, NRR and OSP on Sta .o and Local
Preparedness, Harch 10, 1977

5. Basis for Deletion (i.e. related TMI Task USI or other SEP To ic):
aO THI Task Action Plan NUREG-737 -Task I.C.6 Guidance on

Procedures for Verif 'in Correct Performance of 0 eratin
Activities

b.

Under TYZ Task I.C.6 a review'f licensee procedures willbe
conducted to assure that an effective system of verifying the
correct performance of operating activities exist. The purpose of
this review is to provide a means of reducing human errors and
improv'ng the quality of normal operation. References cited for
this review are ANSI Standard N18.7-1972 (ANS 3.2) "Administrative
Controls and Quality Assurance for the Operational Phase of Nuclear
Power Plants," and Regulatory Guide 1.33; "Quality

Assurance'rogram

Requirements (Operation)." These are the same references
cited for Topic XIII-1.

/
THI Task Aetio.. Plan NUREG-0660 and 0737 Task III.A.1,
"Im rovin Licensee Emer enc Pre aredness — Short: Term"
and Task III.A.2 "Im rovin Licersee Emer enc Pre aredness-
~Lon Term"

Under Task III.A.1 a review of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix -E backfit
requirements is being conducted in accordance with NUREG-0654,
"Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency
Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants."
The scope of NUREG-0654 covers SRP 13.3 and NUREG 75/111.

R.G. 1.101 has been deleted and has been superceded by an amended
Appendix E to. 10 CFR Part 50 (45 FR 55410, August 19, 1980).
Under Task III.A.2 a review of licensees emergency prepardness plans
with respect to amended Appendix E will be conducted in accordance
with NUREG-0654.



The evaluations required by TMI Tasks I.C.6, III.A.1 and
III.A.2 axe identical to SEP Topic XIII-1; therefore, this
SEP topic has been deleted.



DEF!NIT!OH

Dp!C: XY-21 Spent Fuel Cask Drop Accidents

l. De inition:

Review the potential for spent fuel cask drops, the damage which
could result from cask drops, and the radiological consequences
of a cask drop from fuel damaged within the cask under conditions
exceeding the design basis impact on the cask.

2. Safet Objective:

To assur e that the damage to fuel within the casks and radio-
logical consequences resulting from a cask drop are acceptable
or that accep.able measures have been taken to preclude cask
dl ops ~

3. Status:

Fuel cask, drop analysis is a generic item which has been completed
on some plants or is presently under review for all other operating
reactors.

4. Re ferences:,

l. SRP Section 13.7.5
2. R, G. 1.25
3. Pink Book

5. Basis f'r Deletion (i.ere related TMI Task, USI or other SEP To ic :

- USI A-36, Control of Heav Loads Near S ent Fuel, NUREG-0649

The review criteria required by USI A-36 (SRP 15.7.5) are
identical to the review criteria specified in the References
of SEP Topic IX-2; therefore, this SEP Topic'has been deleted.

/



DEFINITION

TOPIC: XY-22 Anticipated Transients without Scram

1. Defiai tion:

Review the postulated sequences of events, analytical models,
values of parameters used in the analytical models and the
predicted results and consequences of events in which an
anticipated transient occurs and is not followed by an auto-
matic reactor shutdown (scram). Analyses of the radiological
consequences for these transients will be included. Failure of
the reactor to shutdown quickly during anticipated transients can ..-.

lead to unacceptable reactor coolant system pressures and to fuel
damage.

20 ~Ef b'

To assure that the reliability of the reactor shutdown systems
is high enough so that ATMS events need not be considered .or to
assure tha. he consequences of ATMS events are acceptable, i.e.,
that the reactor coolant system pressure, fuel pressure, fuel thermal
and hydraulic performance, maximum containment pressure and radio-
logical consequences are within acceptable limits.

Status:

4,

ATMS is a generic topic currently under review to determine a
position for all power reactors. BMR licensees have been reouested
to ins':all reactor coolant pump trips as a short ter,. program m asure.
All licensees have subri .ted descriptions of the applicability of
vendor generic ATMS reports for their plants. The schedule for
review of class C plants, which includes those plants designated
for Phase II of SEP, has not yet been developed.

References:

5.

1. Pink Book
Z. MASH 1270
3.. ACRS
4. TSAR
5. SRP Section 15.8 and Appendix

Basis for Deletion (i.e., related THI Task., USI or other SEP:To ic):
-- USI A-9, Antici ated Transients Without Scram, NUREG-.0606

The reference cited in this topic, i.e., Pink Book, was the
precursor of USI A-9. The evaluation required for USI:A-'.:9.
is identical to SEP Topic XY-22; therefore, this SEP Topic
has been deleted.



D EF IMITION

TGFTG: XV-33 iiul tip le'Tube Failures in Steam Ge..erators

l. Definition:

Assess the effects of multiple steam generator tube failures
(ranging from leaks to double ended ruptures) as a result of
pr ssure differentials that may occur following a LOCA, steam
line break or ASS events.

2.. Safet Ob 'ective:

Assure that the ref lood of the core followipig a LOCA is possible
and that the radiological consequences following these accidents
are within the 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines.

3. Status:

The consequences of multiple tube ailures have not been analyzed
for any plant a the licensing stage. Work has been done for some
operating plants, but ultima.e goals have vet to be set.

4. References:

1. Prai'rie Island Docket
2. Turkey loin; Docket
3. Surry «1 and 2 Docket
4. ATMS Report

5. Basis for Deletion (i.e., related THI Task, USX or other SEP To ic):
a. USI A-3 4 5 "Westin house Combustion En ineerin and

Babcock and Wilcox Steam Generator Tube Inte rit NUREG-
0649.

Two of the tasks of USZ A-3, 4, 5 are as follows:.'

1. Analyses of LOCA with Concurrent Steam Generator Tube
Failures,

2. Analyses of Hain Steam Line Break.

The analyses required by these two tasks in USl A-3, 4, .5
covers two of the three events specified in the definition.

'I

b. USI A-9 "Antici ated Transients Without Scram,-(ATWS)"—
NJREG-0606

Pressure differentials resulting from ATWS events have be'en
determined to be no greater than those resulting from main steam
line break events (xlUREG-0460s Vol. 2, Appendix 7). The
analysis for ATQS event is, therefore, covered under USE A-3,
4, 5.





OEF

INITIO'PlC:

Xt-24 Los=- of All AC Po<er

l. Def ini tion:

Review p1ant systems to determine that following loss of all AC

po~er (on and offsi te) the reactor is shutdown and core cooling
can be initiated. Loss of all AC po~er causes loss of most
emergency equipment and instrumentation.

I,. ~II:
To assure that with only GC power, i.eee equipment design,
diversity', and operator action are sufficient to initiate
core cooling wi thin a short time period (typically 20 minutes).

3. Status:
r

Hot an explicit SRP topic. AvaHability of some AC power is
assumed in all accid nt!transient analyses. Topic may be

considered as an auxiliary fuel pump or RCIC pump diversity
spinoff.

4.. References:

5. Basis for Deletion i.e., related TMI Task, USI or other SEP To ic:
- VSI A-44, Station Blackout, NUREG-0606

The problem description of USI A-44 is identical to the defjnition
of SEP Topic XV-24, and the revie~( of USI A-44 would be the same as
Topic XV-24; therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.





ENCL 3

GENERIC SEP
TOPICS'EP

TOPIC
HO. SEP TITLE

HRR

GENERIC
HO. GENERIC TASK TITLE

/III-7.A(Note 1) Inservice Inspection - Containments 0-49
0-38 ~ Inservice 'Insoection Criteria for Containments

Tendon Surveillance - Bechtel Containments

I I I-8.A.

V-1

Loose Parts & Core Barrel
Vibration Monitoring

Compliance with Codes & Standards

0-60
8-73

C-12

'-01

A-14

Loose Parts Monitoring System
Monitoring for Excessive Vibration Inside
Reactor Vessel
Primary System Vibration Assessment

10 CFR 50.55a(g) - ISI
10 CFR 50.55a(g) — Inservice Testing

V-7 .(Note 2) Reactor Coolant Pump Overspeed 8-68 Pump Overspeed during a LOCA

VI-6 Containment Leak Testing A-04
A-23

Appendix J - Containment'Leak Testing
Containment Leak Testing

VI-7.
0'I

I-1.0

VIII-l.A

IX-6

XI-1

Long Term Cooling Passive Failures

Trip Uncertainty & Setpoint
Analysis Review

Degraded Grid Voltage

Fire Protection
1

Appendix I

8-11

NUREG-0138
Issue 13

A-35
8-23

8-02

A-02

Flood of Equipment Important to Safety

Instrumentation Setpoint
Drift

Adequacy of Offsite Power Systems
Degraded Grid Voltage

Fire Protection

Appendix I. - ALARA

X 1-2 Radiological Monitoring Systems A-02
0-67

Appendix I - ALARA
Effluent & Process Moni toring Instrumentation



SEP
TOPIC
NO.

XIII-2

XVII

III-4.B {Note 3)

IV-3 - {Note 4)

..~ , VI-7,A,2 {Note 5)
: ~ I], gJ

VI-7 " " {Note .6)

VII-.6

SEP TITLE

Sa feguards/Industrial

Operational gA Program

Turbine Missiles

BWR Jet Pumps Operating
Indications

Upper Plenum Injection

Core Spray Nozzle Effectiveness

Frequency Decay

NRR

GENERIC
NO.

A-03

B-46

.B-28

D-05

D-12

A-35

GENERIC TASK TITLE

Security Reviews

Annual IE Inspections

,Analysis of Turbine Disc Cracks

BWR Jet Pump Flow Indscation
Elimination

Plant UPI N)del Problem

Non-Jet Pump BWR Core Spray Perfo

Adequacy of Offsite Power Systems

NOTES;

l. Applies to Palssa es an nn1 d d Gi a only which have prestressed concrete containments, Topic ss
deleted for all other SEP plants.

e

2. Applies to Ginna, a am ec , a, H dd N k P lisades San Onofre, and Yankee Rowe, which are PWRs. Topic
is deleted for all BWR SEP plants,

3. Applies to Palisades, Ginna. San Onofre, Yankee Rowe, and Hadda . pm Neck. To ic is deleted for
all other SEP plants.

4. Applies to Millstone 1 and Dresden 2. Topic is deleted for all other SEP plants,

5. 'pplies to Ginna only. Topic is deleted for all other SEP plants.

6. Applies to B g Roc o n , rk P i t D esden 1 Dresden 2, Nillstone 1 and Oyster Creek. Topee 1s deleted,
for all other SEP plants.

;c Y.

Enclosure 3



UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555
September 29, 1981

Docket No. 50-244
LS05-81- 09-074

Distr. to Ginna

NSARB
Response instructions:

Nr. John E. Maier, Vice President
Electric and Steam Production
Rochester Gas 8 Electric Corporation
89 East Avenue
Rochester, New York 14649

Dear Nr. Naier:

gc -s- S

SUBJECT: SEP TOPIC II-l.c, POTENTIAL HAZARDS DUE TO NEARBY TRANSPORTATION,
INSTITUTIONAL, INDUSTRIAL AND MILITARY FACILITIES - R. E. GINNA

Enclosed is the staff's final evaluation of SEP Topic II-1.C for the R. E.
Ginna Nuclear Power Plant. This evaluation is based on our review of your
topic safety assessment report submitted by letter dated April 15, 1981 and
supplemented by letter dated August 20, 1981.

This completes our evaluation of Topic II-1.C.

This evaluation will be a basic input to the integrated safety assessment
for your facility unless you identify changes needed to ireflect the as-
built conditions at your facility. These assessments may be revised in the
future if your facility design is changed or if NRC criteria relating to
this subject are modified before the integrated assessment is completed..

Sincerely,

Enclosure:
As stated

cc w/enclosure:
See next page

Dennis M. Crutch seld, C ef
Operating Reactors Bran No. 5
Division of Licensing



Mr. John E. Maier -2-

CC

Harry H. Voigt, Esquire
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby and MacRae
1333 New Hampshire Avenue, N. W.

Suite 1100
Washington, D; C. 20036

Mr. Michael Slade
12 Trailwood .ircle
Rochester, New York 14618

Ezra Bialik
, Assistant Attorney General

Environmental Protection Bureau
New York State Department of Law
2 World Trade Center
New York, New York 10047

Resi dent Inspector
R. E. Ginna Plant
c/o U. S. NRC

1503 Lake Road
Ontario, New York 14519

Stanley B. Klimberg, Esquire
General Counsel
New York State Energy Office.
Agency Building 2
Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12223

Or. E eath A. Luebke
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
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R. E. GINNA
SYSTE."RTIC EVALUATION PROGRAM

II-l.c, POTENTIAL HAZARDS DUE TO
NEARBY TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTIONAL INDUSTRIAL AND

MILITARY FACILITIES

INTRODUCTION

The safety objective of this topic is to ensure that the integrity of

the safety-related structures, systems and components would not be

jeopardized due to the potential for hazards originating at nearby

facilities.

II. REV IEM CRITERIA

General Design Criterion 4, "Environmental and Missile Design Basis,"

of Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to

10 CFR Part 50, "Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities,"

requires that nuclear power plant structures, systems and comoonents

important to safety be appropriately protected against events and con-

ditions that may occur outside the nuclear power plant.

III. RELATED SAFETY TOPICS
Il

Topic III-4.D, "Site Proximity Ihissiles reviews the extent to which the

facility is protected against missiles originating from offsite facilities.

IV. REVIEW GUIDELINES

The review was conducted in accordance with the guidance given in Standard

Review Plan (SRP) Section 2.2.1-2.2.2, "Identification of Potential Hazards

in Site Vicin'.ty."
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EVALUATION

There is little industrial activity in the vicinity of the Ginna plant.

Wayne County, where Ginna is located, is primarily a rural area. Typical

industries for Wayne County are shown in Table 2.5-1 of the FSAR, re-

produced here as Table 1. The nearest concentration of industrial

activity is located in the town of Webster, about 6 miles from the site,

and consists primarily of light manufacturing (Xerox copiers). No

industrial development is expected to occur in the vicinity of the Ginna

site.

The nearest transportation routes to the plant are Lake Road and U. S.

Route 104, which pass about 1700 feet and 3 1/2 miles, respectively,

from the p1ant at their closest point of approach.

The guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.91, Revision 1, was utilized
to evaluate the consequences of postulated explosions on Lake

Road. Regulatory Guide 1.91, Revision 1, has been specifically
identified by the NRC's Regulatory Requirements Review Committee

as needing consideration for backfit on operating reactors. The

highway separation distances at Ginna exceed the minimum distance

criteria given in the Regulatory Guide and," therefore, provide

reasonable assurance that transportation accidents resulting in
explosions of truck-size shipments of hazardous materials will
not have an adverse effect on the safe operation of the plant.
It is important to note that no hazardous cargo would be expected

'o

be transported along Lake Road. This road is used primarily for
local traffic, such as that relating to the apple processing plants.
No industry using large quantities of explosives is located along



this route. Any large quantities of hazardous material would be

shipped via U.S. Route 104 which, at, 3 1/2 miles from the plant

site, is sufficiently distant not to be of concern.

Highway accidents on Lake Road involving certain hazardous chem-

icals could theoretically exceed toxicity limits in the plant

control room assuming an optimum set of spill parameters and

atmospheric dispersion conditions. However, the highway separation

distances and the lack of any indication of frequent shipment of ~

hazardous chemicals past the plant (since shipment would be along

U.S. Route 104), provide reasonable assurance that the likelihood

of a hazardous chemical spill 'affecting the operation of the plant

is low. This matter is being evaluated separate from SEP under NUREG-0737,

Item III.D.3.4, "Control Room Habitability."

The nearest railroad to the plant is the Ontario Midland railroad

about 3 1/2 miles to the south. Comparing this distance with the

guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 1.91, it is apparent that

potential railroad accidents involving hazardous materials are

not considered to be a credible risk to the safe operation of the

plant.
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The nearest large pipelines to the plant are a 12" gas line
located about six miles southwest of the plant, and a 16" gas

line located about 10 miles south of the plant. These pipelines
are far enough removed to assure that. pipeline accidents will not

affect the safety of the nuclear plant. Figure 1 shows a portion
of the residential gas lines serving homes along Lake Road, as

well as the house heating boiler at the Ginna plant itself.
There are no gas or oil production fields, underground storage

facilities, or refineries in the vicinity of the plant.

The potential effect of the gas line service to the Ginna house

heating boiler was discussed during the Ginna Fire Protection

review. This 4-inch gas line comes into the plant underground

until it penetrates the ground surface at the east end of the

screenhouse. This routing ensures separation frcm all other

safety-related structures and systems. At this point, a metering

station and a gas shutoff valve are located (the gas meter was

relocated as a result of the Fire Protection review, item 3.1.13).

The gas line is buried underground again after the gas meter

regulator station, and enters the building, through the basement

wall under the house heating boiler area. The gas pipe is of

welded steel construction up to the boiler. There is continuous

ventilation of the areas that the gas line passes through within

the building. The gas line service to the boiler and the boiler:
controls were reviewed and compared to NFPA-85, as requested in
the staff's Fire Protection SER, dated February 14, 1979 (item



3.1.46) and was found acceptable in Supplement No. 2 to the Fire Protection

SER, issued on February 6, 1981. Based on the resolution of all gas line

items during the Fire Protection review, it can be concluded that no

safety hazard results from the existence of the gas line on the plant

si te.

Thexe are no large commercial harbors along the southern shore of

Lake Ontario near the plant. Some freight is shipped through

Rochester harbor about 20 miles to the west. Major shipping

lanes in the lake are located well off-shore, at least 23 miles

or more, from the plant. The possibility of damage to the7

service water intake structure was also considered. Section

III-B.27 of RG6E's "Technical Supplement Accompanying Application

for a Full-Term Operating License," August 1972 discusses the

design of the intake system. As noted in this report, the intake

system is completely submerged below the suxface of the lake. A

ten-foot reinforced concrete lined tunnel, driven through bedrock,

extends 3100 feet northerly from the shoreline. The tunnel rises
vertically and connects to a xeinforced concrete inlet section.
The occurrence of historical low water level will result in a

depth of water of 30 feet at the inlet and with 15 feet of cover

over the inlet structure. This is sufficient to prevent damage

from any boating which might pass in the vicinity of the structure.
Further, plugging of inlet water flow by a single large piece of

material is prevented by the design of the inlet structure, in
that water enters on a full 360'ircle. Another design feature13



at Ginna to ensure continued availability of essential service

water is that service water intake can be directly drawn from the

discharge canal, which is located on the plant site, protected

from any potential lake boating. Thus, lake navigation is not

considered to be a hazard to the plant.

The closest airport to the plant is the Nilliamson Flying Club

Airport, a small privately-owned general aviation facility located

approximately ten miles ESE.

The Williamson Flying Club Airport has one paved runway. This

runway, designated 10-26 and thus oriented in an almost east-west

direction, is 3377 feet long and 40 feet wide. The main runway

is equipped with low intensity runway lights. The airport has

instrument approach capability to runway 28 from the Rochester

VORTAC. Figure 2 shows the instrument flight path. There is no

control tower at this airport. The airport is used for general

aviation activities such as business and pleasure flying, and for
agricultural spraying operations. There are currently about

5,000 operations per year at the facility, and about 30 based

aircraft, including part-tine based crop dusters. The great

magority of the aircraft are single-engine propeller airplanes
8which typically weigh on the order of 1500 to 3600 pounds.
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The small number of operations at this airport is substantially fewer

than the criteria given in Section III.3 of SRP 3.5.1.6 and therefore

is not considered a potential hazard.

Monroe County Airport, in Rochester, New York, located about 25 miles

southwest of the plant, is the nearest airport with scheduled commercial

air service. Low altitude federal airways V2 and V2N pass about 10

miles south and 2 1/2 miles southwest of the plant, respectively. The

low altitude federal airways, V2 and V2N, serve about 10 flights per day.

Almost all flights use V2, with V2N being used only occasionally. At

most, 10Ã of airline traffic would use V2N. The width of these airways

are eight miles. We have reviewed the probability for an airline crash
I

from these airways in accordance with the method given in SRP 3.5.1.6
-8Section III-2. The calculated probabilities are 5.1 x 10 for airway

V2 and 1.4 x 10 for airway V2N. Since both airways probabilities are

less than the 1 x 10 acceptance criteria, we conclude that the probability

of a commercial air traffic crash at Ginna is acceptable.

Air Force Restricted Area R-5203 is located about eight miles north of

the plant site. Whenever flight activity is conducted by the Air Force

within R-5203, radar surveillance is maintained by the 21st NORAD Region,

the 108th Tactical Control Group, or possibly the Gleveland Air Route

Traffic Control Center. Pilots rely upon on-board navigational equipment

to maintain their presence within the specified limits of the restricted
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area. Pilots can also be advised if their aircrafts stray beyond their

limits by the radar surveillance unit covering the area at the time.

The restricted area is used daily For military flight training which

includes high-speed interceptor training maneuvers, operational flight
checks, and air-to-air refueling. The current altitude ranges from

2,000 to 50,000 feet above the surface. A portion of the Detroit5

Sectional Aeronautical Chart, reproduced as Figure 3, shows the airports,

air routes, and training space described above. There is also a slow-

speed low altitude military training route {SR-826) which passes about

6 miles west of the plant. Acceptance criterion II.2 of SRP 3.5.1.6

states that, for military air space, a minium distance of five miles is

adequate for low level training routes, except those associated with

unusua1 activities, such as practice bombing. Air Force Restricted Area

R-5203 is about eight mHes from at its closest boundary, and no unusual

activities such as practice bombing take place. The slow-speed lost

altitude military training route SR-826 is about 6 miles from the plant.

Therefore, this criterion is met.

V I. CONCLUSION

Since current regulatory criteria are met with regard to SEP Topic II-1.C,

it can be concluded that this topic is complete for. the R. E. Ginna site.

No additional review for this topic is required during the SEP integrated

assessment.
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TABLE 2.5-1

TYPICAL INDUSTRIES IN WAYNE COUNTY

Com an and Product Distance from Site Direction frora Site

National Distillcrs 4; Chemical Corp.
(Kordite Div.), Hncedon
Polycthclene Product

Duffy-Mott Co., Inc. Williamson
Baby Foods

Garlock, Inc. Palmyra
Mechanical Packings

Bloomer Bros. Co. Newark.
Folding Paper Boxes

Jackson Perkins Co.
Newarl'urseryn:en

Sarah Coventry, Inc. Newark
Direct-nail sales of costume
Jewelry

National Biscuit Co. (Dromedary Co. Div.)
Lyons, Cake mixes, dates and peels

General Electric Co., Clyde
Electronic Equipment

Comstock Foods Inc., Red Creek
Canned Foods

Kenmore Machine Products, Inc.
Lyons Refrigerant Products

Olney h Carpenter, Inc. Wolcott
Canned Foods

C. W. Stuart h Co. Newark
Nurserymen

Francis Leggctt Co., Sodus
Canned Foods

The Waterman Food Products Co.
Food Processing

Ontario Kraut Corp.
7 Railroad Ave.
Food Processing

Victor Preserving Co.
Food Processing

Ontario Cold Storage
Food Processing

Waterman Fruit Products Co.
Food Processing

Ontario Food Products
Food Processing

Lyndan Products Co,
Food Processing

'4-1/2 mi.

8-1/2 mi.

15 mi.

19 mi.

19 mi.

19 mi.

19 mi.

27-1/2 mi.

31 mi.

22 mi.

27-1/2 mi.

19 mi.

12-1/2 mi.

3-4 miles

3-4 miles

3-4 miles

3«4 miles

3-4 miles

3-4 miles

3-4 miles

South

Southeast

Southeast

Southeast

Southeast

Southeast

Southeast

Southeast

East

Southeast

East

Southeast

East

South

South SW

South

South SW

South SW

South SW

South SW
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September 29, 1981

Docket No. 50-244
LS05-81- 09-074

Mr. John E. Maier, Yfce President
Electric and Steam Production
Rochester Gas 8 Electric Corporation
89 East Avenue
Rochester, New York 14649

g OCT 1 19sts 4
Ms$5 S~l~gg

S

Dear Mr. Mafer:

SUBJECT: SEP TOPIC II-l.C, POTENTIAL HAZARDS DUE TO NEARBY TRANSPORTATION,
INSTITUTIONAL. INDUSTRIAL AND MILITARY FACILITIES - R. E. GINNA

Enclosed is the staff's final evaluation of SEP Topic II-1.C for the R. E.
Ginna Nuclear Power Plant. This evaluation fs based,.on our review of your
topic safety assessment report submitted by letter dated April 15, 198(i and
supplemental'by letter dated August 20. 1981.

This completes our evaluation of Topic II-l.C.

This evaluation will be a basfc input to the integrated safety assessment
for your facility unless you identify changes needed to reflect the as-
buflt conditions at your facility. These assessments may be revised in the
future ff your fac)lfty design fs changed or ff NRC criteria relating to
this subject are modified before the integrated assessment fs completed.

Sincerely,

Enclosure:
As stated

5'
S

Dennis H. Crutchffeld, Chief
Operat1ng Reactors Branch Bo. 5 /j/
Division of Licensing

Ram'c

w/enclosure:
See next page
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Mr. John E. Maier

CC

Harry H. Voigt, Esquire
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby and MacRae
1333 New Hampshire Avenue, N. W.
Suite 1100
Washington, D. C. 20036

Mr. Michael Slade
12 Trailwood Circle
Rochester, New York 14618

Ezra Bialik
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental Protection Bureau
New York State Department of Law
2 World Trade Center
New York, New York 10047

Jeffrey Cohen
New York State Energy Office
Swan Street Building
Core 1, Second Floor
Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12223

Director, Bureau of Nuclear
Operations

State of New York Energy Office
Agency Building 2
Empire State Plaza
Albany, New York 12223

Rochester Public Library
115 South Avenue
Rochester, New York 14604

Supervisor of the Town
of Ontario

107 Ridge Road West
Ontario, New York 14519

Resident Inspector
R. E. Ginna Plant
c/o U. S. NRC
1503 Lake Road
Ontario, New York 14519

Mr. Thomas B. Cochran
Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.
1725 I Street, N. W.

Suite 600
Washington, D. C. 20006

~ ~

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Region II Office
ATTN: Regional Radiation Representative
26 Federal Plaza
New York, New York 10007

Herbert Grossman, Esq., Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Coranission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dr. Richard F. Cole
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dr. Emmeth A. Luebke
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comnission
Washington, D. C. 20555



R. E. GINNA
SYSTE".NTI C EVALUATION PROGRAM

II-l.c, POTENTIAL HAZARDS DUE TO
NEARBY TRANSPORTATION INSTITUTIONAL INDUSTRIAL AND

MILITARY FACILITIES

INTRODUCTION

The safety objective of this topic is to ensure that the integrity of

the safety-related structures, systems .and components would not be

jeopardized due to the potential for hazards originating at nearby

facilities.

II. REVIEW CRITERIA

General Design Criterion 4, "Environmental and Missile Design Basis,"

of Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to

10 CFR Part 50, "Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities,"

requires that nuclear power plant structures, systems and components

important to safety be appropriately protected against events and con-

ditions that may occur outside the nuclear power plant.

III. RELATED SAFETY TOPICS
II

Topic III-4.D, "Site Proximity Missiles reviews the extent to which the

facility is protected against missiles originating from offsite facilities.

IV. REVIEW GUIDELINES

The review was conducted in accordance with the guidance given in Standard

Review Plan (SRP} Section 2.2.1-2.2.2, "Identification of Potential Hazards

in Site Vicinity."
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EVALUATION

There is little industrial activity in 'the vicinity of the Ginna plant.

Wayne County, where Ginna is located, is primarily a rural area. Typical

industries for Wayne County are shown in Table 2.5-1 of the FSAR, re-

produced here as Table 1. The nearest concentration of industrial

activity is located in the town of Webster, about 6 miles from the site,

and consists primarily of light manufacturing (Xerox copiers). No

industrial development is expected to occur in the vicinity of the Ginna

site.

The nearest transportation routes to the plant are Lake Road and U. S.

Route 104, which pass about 1700 feet and 3 1/2 miles, respectively,

from the plant at their closest point of approach.

1

The guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.91, Revision 1, was utilized
to evaluate the consequences of postulated explosions on Lake

Road. Regulatory Guide 1.91, Revision 1, has been specifically
identified by the NRC's Regulatory Requirements Review Committee

as needing consideration for backfit on operating reactors. The

highway separation distances at Ginna exceed the minimum distance

criteria given in the Regulatory Guide and, therefore, provide

reasonable assurance that, transportation accidents resulting in
explosions of truck-size shipments of hazardous materials will
not have an adverse effect on the safe operation of the plant.
It is important to note that no hazardous cargo would be expected

to be transported along Lake Road. This road is used primarily for
local traffic, such as that relating to the apple processing plants.
No industry using large quantities of explosives is located along



this route. Any large quantities of hazardous material would be

shipped via U.S. Route 104 which, at 3 1/2 miles from the plant
site, is sufficiently distant not to be of concern.

Highway accidents on Lake Road involving certain hazardous chem-

icals could theoretically exceed toxicity limits in the plant
control room assuming an optimum set of spill parameters and

atmospheric dispersion conditions. However, the highway separation
distances and the lack of any indication of frequent shipment of
hazardous chemicals past the plant (since shipment would be along

U.S. Route 104), provide reasonable assurance that the likelihood
of a hazardous chemical spill affecting the operation of the plant
is low / This matter is being evaluated separate from SEP under NUREG-0737,

/
Item III.D.3.4, "Control Room Habitability."

The nearest railroad to the plant is the Ontario Midland railroad
about 3 1/2 miles to the south. Comparing this distance with the

guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 1.91, it is apparent that
potential railroad accidents involving hazardous materials are

not considered to be a credible risk to the safe operation of the
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The nearest large pipelines to the plant are a 12" gas line

located about six miles southwest of the plant, and a 16" gas

line located about 10 miles south of the plant. These pipelines

are far enough removed to assure that pipeline accidents will not

affect the safety of the nuclear plant. Figure 1 shows a portion

of the residential gas lines serving homes along Lake Road, as

well as the house heating boiler at, the Ginna plant itself.
There are no gas or oil production fields, underground storage

facilities, or refineries in the vicinity of the plant.

The potential effect of the gas line service to the Ginna house

heating boiler was discussed during the Ginna Fire Protection

review. This 4-inch gas line comes into the plant underground

until it penetrates the ground surface at the east, end of the

screenhouse. This routing ensures separation from all other

safety-related structures and systems. At this point, a metering

station and a gas shutoff valve are located (the gas meter was

relocated as a result of the Fire Protection review, item 3.1.13).

The gas line is buried underground again after the gas meter

regulator station, and enters the building through the basement

wall under the house heating boiler area. The gas pipe is of

welded steel construction up to the boiler. There is continuous

ventilation of the areas that the gas line passes through within

the building. The gas line service to the boiler and the boiler
controls were reviewed and compared to NFPA-85, as requested in

the staff's Fire Protection SER, dated February 14, 1979 (item
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3.1s46) and was foundound acceptable in Supplement No. 2 to the Fire Protection

SER, issued on Februar 6y , 1981. Based on the resolution of all gas line

items durin the Fir'
e Protection review, it can be concluded that no

safety hazard results from the existence f tho e gas line on the plant

site.

There are no lar eg commercial harbors along the southern shore of

Lake Ontario near the lant.p . Some freight is shipped through

Rochester harbor about 20 miles to thes o e west. Major shipping

lanes in the lake are located well ff- hwe o -s ore, at least 23 miles

or more, from the plant. The o7

k

extends 3100 feet northerly from the shorel's ore ine. The tunnel rises

p sszbzlz.ty of damage to the

service water inta ke structure was also considered. Section

III-B.27 of RGGE's "Technical Suupplement Accompanying Application

for a Full-Term Operating License," August 1972 discusses the

design of the intake s ssystem. As noted in this report, the intake
C

system is completely submery su merged below the surface of the lake. A

ten-foot reinforced concrete lie ined tunnel, driven through bedroc I

vertically and connects to ao a reinforced concrete inlet section.

The occurrence of hhistorical low water lev l 'llh ' wi result in a

depth of water of 30 ffeet at the inlet and w'th 15 f3. eet of cover

over the inlet structure. Thisis is sufficient to prevent damage

from any boating which might pass in thein e vicinity of the structure.
Further, plugging of inlet water flow bow y a single large piece of

material is prevented by the des'esign o'f the inlet structure, in
that water enters on a full 360'icircle. Another design feature
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at Ginna to ensure continued availability of essential service

water is that service water intake can be directly drawn from the

discharge canal, which is located on the plant site, protected

from any potential lake boating. Thus, lake navigation is not

considered to be a hazard to the plant.

The closest airport to the plant is the Nilliamson Flying Club

Airport, a small privately-owned general aviation facility located

approximately ten miles ESE.

'he

Williamson Flying Club Airport has one paved runway. This

runway, designated 10-26 and thus oriented in an almost east-west

direction, is 3377 feet long and 40 feet wide. The main runway

is equipped with low intensity runway lights. The airport has

instrument approach capability to runway 28 from the Rochester

VORTAC. Figure 2 shows the instrument flight path. There is no

control tower at this airport. The airport is used for general

aviation activities such as business and pleasure flying, and for

agricultural spraying operations. There are currently about

5,000 operations per year at the facility, and about 30 based

aircraft, including part-time based crop dusters. The great

majority of the aircraft are single-engine propeller airplanes

which typically weigh on the order of 1500 to 3600 pounds. 8
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The small number of operations at this airport is substantially fewer

than the criteria given in Section III.3 of SRP 3.5.1.6 and therefore

is not considered a potential hazard.

monroe County Airport, in Rochester, New York, located about 25 miles

southwest of the plant, is the nearest airport with scheduled commercial

air service. Low altitude federal airways V2 and V2N pass about 10

miles south and 2 1/2 miles southwest of the plant, respectively. The

low altitude federal airways, V2 and V2N, serve about 10 flights per day.

Almost all flights use V2, with V2N being- used only /occasionally, At

most, 10/ of airline traffic would use V2N. The width of these airways

are eight miles. We have reviewed the probability for an airl,ine crash

from these airways in accordance with the method given in SRP 3.5.1.6

Section III-2. The calculated probabilities are 5.1 x 10 for airway

V2 and 1.4 x 10 for airway V2N. Since both airways probabilities are

less than the 1 x 10 acceptance criteria, we conclude that the probability

of a commercial air traffic crash at Ginna is acceptable.

Air Force Restricted Area R-5203 is located about eight miles north of

the plant site. Whenever flight activity is conducted by the Air Force

within R-5203, radar surveillance is maintained by the 21st NORAD Region,

the 108th Tactical Control Group, or possibly the Cleveland Air Route

Traffic Control Center. Pilots rely upon on-board navigational equipment

to mqintain their presence within the specified limits of the restricted





area. Pilots can also be advised if their aircrafts stray beyond their

limits by the radar surveillance unit covering the area at the time.

The restricted area is used daily for military flight training which

includes high-speed interceptor training maneuvers, operational flight

checks, and air-to-air refueling. The current altitude ranges from

2,000 to 50,000 feet above the surface. A portion of the Detroit5

Sectional Aeronautical Chart, reproduced as Figure 3, shows the airports,

air routes, and training space described above. There is also a slow-

speed low altitude military training route (SR-826) which passes about

6 miles west of the plant. Acceptance criterion II.2 of SRP 3.5.1.6

states that, for military air space, a minium distance of five miles is

adequate for low level training routes, except those associated with

unusual activities, such as practice bombing.''ir Force Restricted'rea

R-5203 is about eight miles from at its closest boundary, and no unusual

activities such as practice bombing take place. The slow-speed low
1

altitude military training route SR-826 is about 6 miles from the plant.

Therefore, this criterion is met.

VI. CONCLUSION

Since current regulatory criteria are met with regard to SEP Topic II-1.C,

it can be concluded that this topic, is complete for the R. E. Ginna site.

No additional review for this topic is required during the SEP integrated

assessment.
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PSALM TABLE 2.5-1

TYPICAL INDUSTRIES'N WAYNE COUNTY

Com an and Product Distance from Site Direction from Site

National Distillers L Chemical Corp.
(Kordite Div.), Hacedon
Polyethclene Pr~oducts

Duffy-Mott Co., Inc. Williamson
Baby Foods

Garlock, Inc. Palmyra
Mechanical Packings

Bloomer

Gross'o.

Newark.
Folding Paper Boxes

Jackson Perkins Co. Newark
Nurseryrr.en

Sarah Coventry, Inc. Newark
Direct-nail sales of costume
jewelry

National Biscuit Co. (Dromedary Co. Div.)
Lyons, Cake mixes, dates and peels

General Electric Co., Clyde
Electronic Equipment

Comstock Foods Inc., Red Creek
Canned Foods

Kenmore Machine Products, Inc.
Lyons Refrigerant Products

Olney 5 Carpenter, Inc. Wolcott
Canned Foods

C. W. Stuart h Co. Newark
Nurserymen

Francis Leggett Co., Sodus
Canned Foods

The Waterman Food Products Co.
Food Processing

Ontario Kraut Corp.
7 Railroad Ave.
Food Processing

Victor Preserving Co.
Food Processing

Ontario Cold Storage
Food Processing

Waterman Fruit Products Co.
Food Processing

Ontario Food Products
Food Processing

Lyndan Products Co.
Food Processing

'4-1/2 mi.

8-1/2 mi.

15 mi.

'19 mi.

19 mi.

19 mi.

19 mi.

27-1/2 mi.

31 mi.

22 mi.

27-1/2 mi.

19 mi.

12-1/2 mi.

3-4 miles

3-4 miles

3-4 miles

3-4 miles

3-4 miles

3-4 miles

3-4 miles

South

Southeast

Southeast

Southeast

Southeast

Southeast,

Southeast

Southeast

East

Southeast

East

Southeast

East

South

South SW

South

South SW

South SW

South SW

South SW
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FIGURE ';1~
Small Gas Lines in the Vicinity of

Ginna
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FIGURE 2

instrument Landing Path to WFC Airport
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FIGURE 6 $
3etroit Sectional Aeronautical Chart—

Rochester Vicinity I
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